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Digital video compression
Will it change the face of cable TV?
—page 56
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Give Your Subscribers Another Major Attraction.
The bigger the name, the
bigger the attraction. It's what
creates box office hits. Raises
television ratings. Sells magazines.
And makes Panasonic Cable
Converters amajor attraction to
your subscribers.
Panasonic Cable Converters
give you aunique selling
advantage. Because Panasonic® is
the most highly recognized name
in the cable industry. The name
customers select themselves for

home and business electronics.
And Panasonic Cable
Converters are designed for
convenience and ease of use.
With features like volume remote
control, favorite channel memory,
last channel recall, parental
control and sleep timers. Plus all
the quality and reliability you've
come to expect from Panasonic.
Give your subscribers
another major attraction. With
Cable Converters from the

company they're tuned into
everyday. Panasonic.
For more information on
Panasonic Cable Converters, call,
NE 609-589-3063, MW 5/3-530-9216,
SE 404-717-6845, W 415-736-4847.

Panasonic
Video Communications
Circle Reader Service No. 1

Perfection in Dielectrics.
Trilogy Communications built abetter
coaxial cable -MC9-and the CATV industry is
letting us know about it.
The MC2air dielectric combines excellent
product durability and flexibility with air-tight
fully-bonded construction. Our 93% velocity
of propagation provides the purest signal
over the longest distance -fewer amplifiers
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means immediate savings.
All this plus the highly respected Trilogy
program of delivery and service provides our
customers with the attention and performance
that are second to none.
Our most prized dynamics are your
acceptance of our best effort so far -MC2air
dielectric coaxial cables.
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Call or write for our free sample and brochure: TRILOGY COMMUNICATIONS INC., 2910 H.ghway 80 East, Pearl, M.ssissippi 39208
800-874-5649 •601-932-4461
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1991 CED salary survey
Employee training and finding competent help is rapidly
becoming the most important issue for cable system technical
managers, according to this year's exclusive salary and job
satisfaction survey. CED's Roger Brown examines the wallets,
trends and dilemmas of today's managers, engineers and
technicians.

27

1991-92 CED frequency chart
Pull out and post this year's FCC-approved frequency chart. And
take aclose look: After years of just slight change, this year's
improvements include an expanded microwave section and the
first channelization chart all the way to 1GHz.

35

Organizing for outages: Part II
Is your system properly staffed to' handle weekend outages? Are
your service trucks equipped to repair any problem that arises?
If not, Jones Intercable's Roy Ehman has afew words for you, as
he continues his discussion of cable television outages, focusing
this month on proper staffing, goals and post-mortem reviews,

51

Compression and rebuilds
If you've been silently (or not so silently) wondering what all the
talk of compression means to system design and rebuilds, take
heart: Dave Grubb of Jerrold Communications has some answers.
His article examines amplifier performance, upgrade scenarios
and rebuild concerns in light of digitally compressed signal
delivery.
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About the Cover:
General Instrument's compression
method gives viewers ahigh tech
look during channel changes.
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Jones and compression; ICCE coverage
Ron Wolfe, ATC Training Center

Montreux

In-home wiring—making it work
62
Industry efforts are increasing to tackle the in-home wiring
conundrum that is making many industry leaders collectively
scratch their heads. CED's Roger Brown examines the efforts of
the NCTA Engineering Committee, the SCTE, CableLabs andstandards
equipment vendors.
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Frontline

Fiber and finances
Fiber, fiber, fiber—we've heard the word amillion times, but
what does it really mean to your bottom line? In this second in a
series of articles, Jon Chester of Corning Inc. examines Paragon's
Eugene White and the economic conditions that caused him to
halt a1,400-mile conventional rebuild—and install fiber instead.
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Interface issues revisited
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NEXUS IFID-2
ORDINATE° RECEIVER/DESCRAVELEP
VIDEOCIPNE*:: PLUS CAPABLE

The Nexus IRD-2
You asked for EASY CHANNEL ADDITIONS, so
we incorporated an internal power supply.
You asked for an EASY TO USE IRD, so we provided
front panel control of transponder and audio subcarrier
tuning, and front panel LEDs for operating status and
channel indication.
You asked for EXCEPTIONAL RELIABILITY; the IRD-2
is backed by the free Nexus five-year warranty.*
You asked for FLEXIBILITY; the IRD-2 provides front
panel C/Ku switching, and is fully VCIIT" and VCII Plus'
compatible.
You asked for A GREAT PRODUCT AT A GREAT
PRICE, and we delivered. Call today to find out more.

INI FT US
EllraliERINGCOM
7000 Lougheed Highway
Burnaby, BC, V5A 4K4
Tel: (604) 420-5322
Fax: (604) 420-5941

*VCIIT" and VII Pine' modules are covered by awarranty
provided by General Instrument Corp.

Bellevue, WA.
Tel: (206) 644-2371
Circle Reader Service No. 3

Contest Rules: No purchase is necessary. Entries accepted from authorized representatives :hroughout the United States faxing their name, title and phone number and the phrase "Please enter us in the Midwest CATV MFL Pro Bowl Contest '« on his/her
company letterhead to 1303 643-4797. Contest entry is Imited to cable television system companies only. The prize will se
awarded in the company name. The winning compary will determine the nclividual to be given the prize. Midwest CATV, its
suppliers, parent companies, subsidiaries and ad agency are not eligible. This contest is void where prohibited by law. Only
one entry per company is permitted. The odds of winning will be determined Dy the number of entries received. Contest entries will not be accepted If received by Midwest CAN alter August 31, 1991. Total value of the prize is $3,180. Prize includes
airfare f
-om anywhere in the Continental United States i
rg Honolulu, Hawaii, hotel accommadations for 3 nights, tickets to
the Pro Bowl and rdundtrip transportation lc arid from th3 game. Certain irestrictions apply. No cash or prize substitutions.
For more information contact Midwest CATV sf1 800 MID,CATV or write: Midwest CATV Sweepstakes, Fairways II at Inverness,
94 Inverness Terrace East, Suite 310, Englewood, CO 80112. The winner's name may be obtained by writing Midwest CATV
after September 20, 1991.

Wm aFree Trip to the
NFL Pro Bowl courtesy of
Midwest CATV and Magnavox.
This month's Midwest CATV Customer Incentive
Contest is featuring atrip to the NFL Pro Bowl! It's
football in February in Honolulu, Hawaii.
You can enter the contest two ways. First, place your
order for Magnavox equipment during August, and
write the phrase "Please enter me in the Midwest CATV
NFL Pro Bowl Contest" on the bottom of your
purchase order, and your company is entered. Easy!
We have acomplete line of Magnavox distribution
electronics. Equipment housings constructed of rugged
die-cast aluminum alloy. Trunk and feeder cable center
conductor seizure assemblies and gaskets, which seal
against weather and RF ingress/egress. Power supply
modules are mounted in the housing lid and fully
isolated from all RF circuitry. Line extenders featuring
cover plate cutouts offer easy access to controls
and provide for insertion of equalizers and attenuator pads.
The second way to enter is for you, the company's
authorized representative, to send us on company
letterhead, via fax machine, your name, title, telephone
number, and the phrase "Please enter me in the
Midwest CATV NFL Pro Bowl Contest," and your
company is entered.
Only one prize will be awarded. Prize,
includes roundtrip airfare, lodging,
ticket to the Pro Bowl and
transportation to and from the
game.
So hurry and enter!

MIDWEST
CATV
aUNR Inclustnes Compary

More than supplies. Solutions.

1800 MID-CATV
Denver, CO •Clarksburg, WV •Dallas, TX •Lafayette, IN
Ocala, FL •Phoenix, AZ •Pottstown, PA
Circle Reader Service No. 4

IN PERSPECTIVE

Circling in for the kill?
In some ways, the Federal Communications Commission can be likened to
the great white shark: Rarely does it attack man, but when it does, it often has
devastating results.
Cable system engineers might wonder what they've done to get the FCC's
attention, but the Commission's proposed rulemaking on technical standards
(see "Capital Currents" on page 20 for a full review of the standards) strikes
at the heart of a cable system. By now, industry leaders have digested the
proposed rules and are busily kicking their feet to get out of harm's way.
The Commission, meanwhile is simply hungry for progress. It knows the
NCTA and the National League .of
Cities have been negotiating for months
over technical standards. It also knows
that an agreement between cable operators and franchise authorities has
been promised for several weeks, without success. The FCC has also said that
if and when an agreement between
those entities is hammered out, it's
likely to go along with the accord.
The Commission's stated goal is
better pictures. Plain and simple. But
one man's better picture is another's
heartache. Leading engineers are already grousing about having to rebuild
their plants to meet a minimum 6
dBmV signal spec at the television.
Others point out that much incoming
signal strength will likely overload
many televisions, undoing what it was
supposed to do. Still others say the
specs aren't practical from acost standpoint.
There is likely to be much political wrangling over the next few months
between the cable industry and the FCC. The industry will say the numbers the
FCC proposes are too onerous; the Commission will say it wants improved
pictures. No doubt some form of compromise will be reached. An agreement
between cable and its franchisors will probably be struck and the Commission
will likely accept it and go away happy.
But one thing is certain: Cable systems will have to work ever harder to
deliver good signals to the subscriber. Systems will have to be designed for
homes with more than one television/VCR. Tighter tolerances for interference
and distortions will result. And cable systems will be held accountable for
maintaining those specifications at higher and higher frequencies.
Once again the chore will fall to already taxed technical crews at systems all
over the country. It's doubtful that most systems will hire additional personnel
to make sure the specs are met, but technical managers and engineers will be
the first ones called to the carpet if something goes wrong during an FCC field
inspection.
Idon't think the FCC was out for blood when it wrote its proposed specs. But
there may be some bloodletting regardless.
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Stop Unnecessary Truck Rolls
With DROPguardTM

Service piracy
is just one of the problems diverting
revenues from your bottom line. Do
delinquent receivables mean anything to you? How about the costs
generated by excessive churn?
Now you can eliminate them all,
simply and cost-effectively, with
DROPguardTM, the new off-premises
addressable tap from AM Communications that gives you control over
remote service connections from
your own office.

Providing instant access to
individual subscriber drops,
DROPguard allows you to
bring customers on and off line,
immediately and for any length of
time, without the need for expensive — and uncertain — truck calls.
You will appreciate how DROPguard
helps you minimize churn costs and
prevent illegal hook-ups while discouraging non-payment.
DROPguard is especially well-suited for
high-risk, high-churn or inaccessible
areas, where truckrolls are costly and
undesirable. It can replace passive taps
anywhere in your system, and need not
be deployed system-wide. You will find
that, by increasing the efficiency of your
operation and helping capture more of
your profits, DROPguard will soon pay
for itself.

DROPguard is field-proven and is
supported by the Cable DataTM
billing system.
For more information about
DROPguard and our other products
for CAW systems, please call
1(800) 248-9004.
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1900 AM Drive •P.O. Box 9004
Quakertown, PA 18951-9004
Tel: (215) 536-1354

Fax: (215) 536-1475
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COLOR BURSTS

Jones sees 'urgent' need
to test video compression

projects at CableLabs, chaired the working party which produced the material
and delivered them at the beginning
of July.

Citing a "sense of urgency," Jones
Intercable Chief Technical Officer Bob
Luff suggested last month that his firm
was intent on pushing ahead with its
trials of SkyPix compression systems
for terrestrial and satellite delivery
and probably wouldn't wait for or
necessarily use the Cable Television
Laboratories standard for satellite delivery of compressed video. Luff made
his remarks during a CTAM meeting
in Denver that focused on video compression.
Jones plans tests in two of its
systems this year. CableLabs officials,
meanwhile, now hope to have a field
trial of a proposed satellite delivery
system underway by the first quarter
of next year. CableLabs goal is to
establish an industrywide "standard"
that compression equipment vendors

Plastic fiber?
In the home?

to customers overnight," Luff warned.
Without compression, the best Jones
could hope to do is offer 78 channels,
he said. And that just isn't good
enough, Luff believes.
"Every decade or so, technology
changes in away so fundamental that
if you don't change with it, you go
down," he warned.
Luff was emphatic in arguing that
even engineers would not be able to see
picture artifacts in the latest version
of the SkyPix software. SkyPix chief
scientist Robert Kniskern furthermore
suggested that the scalable SkyPix
compression system would continue to
evolve over a period of time to handle
live video and high-definition television as well. Some critics had argued
SkyPix would be unable to do so.

HDTV testing
gets under way
Jones would be
hard-pressed to delay
what it believes is a
imperative roll-out of
compressed video.

will be asked to adhere to. In order to
do that, CableLabs established a consortium earlier this year to open a
dialogue between compression proponents. To date, only Scientific-Atlanta
and General Instrument have joined
the consortium.
But if SkyPix officials succeed in
having a set-top subscriber unit ready
by about the same time, Jones would
be hard-pressed to delay what it believes is an imperative roll-out of
compressed video movie services to its
customers, Luff suggested. Calling video
compression "the most significant technology development of the decade,"
Luff said Jones couldn't afford to come
off second best in offering customers
access to near video on demand services.
"DBS could offer 200 movie choices

This is the month cable operators
finally begin seeing their $4 million
investment in ahigh definition television test center pay off. In the middle
of July, equipment and personnel representing the Advanced Television Research Consortium moved into the
Advanced Television Test Center in
Virginia, ready to show what it can do.
The initial tests of the system focused
on terrestrial broadcast compatibility;
now CATV gets it hands on the signal.
In case you've forgotten, the subjective and objective testing of the different systems will continue for the next
year. Then, field tests will be conducted
in 1992. A report and recommendation
are slated to be delivered to the FCC,
which will choose a standard by the
middle of 1993.
Rather than join the ATTC, which
is funded primarily by broadcasters,
the cable industry chose to establish its
own testing center within the confines
of the ATTC and pay the Center for its
presence. So far, CableLabs (which
oversees the CATV test bed), has paid
out $2.5 million to the ATTC and has
committed more than $4.1 million to
the lab and field test phases.
A portion of that fee supported
production of the motion test materials
used during the laboratory test phase.
In addition, Craig Tanner, VP of ATV
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Could it be that we'll have fiber in
the home before we get it to the home?
Maybe, and it could be made out of
plastic instead of glass.
Two separate papers delivered to
engineers at the IEEE's International
Conference on Consumer Electronics
in June seemed to dovetail together
quite well. The first was 'Ibm Bowling's
paper on "Fiber In the Home," which
outlined various scenarios of how fiber
optics can be used in tomorrow's intelligent home.
The linchpin of the system is adevice
which is essentially a modification of
today's electrical wall receptacle. The
familiar two-prong receptacle is still
there, but in between the two outlets
would be a small "plug" for fiber
attachment.
Bowling said the ideas were sparked
by changes made to the National
Electrical Code as aresult of initiatives
made by the SmartHouse organization.
Specifically, "closed loop" power and
"programmed power" concepts were
the keys to the notion.
Closed loop power denies power to
the electrical receptacle unless the
connected appliance correctly identifies itself and provides an acknowledgement signal. Any deviation shuts
off the receptacle. SmartHouse uses the
concept as asafety feature.
Programmed power allowed appliances to "call up" something other
than 120-vot, 60-Hz electricity. For
example, DC power could be made
available for devices that could be
made more cheaply and more reliable
in certain circumstances.
Bowling said these code changes
demand a new circuit that allows
conversation between appliances and
a house controller. He believes the
circuit requires new conductors and
plug designs. He made the case for fiber
optics, citing the "horrendous" electromagnetic interference environment
within homes and the inability of
twisted pair or coaxial cable to adequately deal with EMI.
Ibm Ball of AMP Inc. took Bowling's
introduction and expanded upon the
idea, noting that plastic fiber cable is

STAR 2010 SLMS..
SIGNAL LEVEL
MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM:
It's more than the
finest Level Meter ever
built. ..it's a data
management system!

AIAN
CABLE AND LOCAL AREA NETWORKS
CALAN, INC.
Dingman's Ferry, PA 18328
1-800-544-3392 •In PA: 717-828-2356
FAX: 717-828-2472

DATA ACQUISITION
DATA ANALYSIS
DATA COMMUNICATION
CALAN's STAR 2010 has taken carrier
management to alevel never before available
to the cable industry.
First, it's simply the best level meter ever
designed — covering the entire frequency
range (5 MHz to 1GHz) with unmatched
speed (36 channels in less than 2 sec.),
accuracy, stability and simplicity of use.
It's also a data management system—
incorporating aprogrammable computer
interface, bar code labeling, built-in comparison and analysis capability, and communications with PC's and printers.
It is field upgradeable with provisions
for user installed software modules
and plug-in option cards.
Priced right and portable...you
can put STAR 2010 in the
hands of every technician.
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COLOR BURSTS
appropriate today in several industries, from automotive to in-home.
Generally, Ball said plastic cable is
appropriate for applications haveing
data rates to 20 Mbit/sec over distances
up to 60 feet (50 Mbit/sec over longer
distances is forecast for the near future).
Ball acknowledged that plastic fiber
could never approach the performance
of glass fiber, but said the technology
requires little technical skill, has alow
tooling cost and terminations can be
made quickly.
The technology uses visible red light
in the 660 nm range, which aids in
troubleshooting. It does not pose a
health hazard, Ball said, like infrared
systems do.

Satellites in
for major changes
Just as revolutionary change is underway in terrestrial signal delivery,
so, too, is change expected in the
satellite world. But just as the rapid
pace of advancement in cable TV
technology has perhaps forced some to
take a moment and gather their
thoughts, the satellite industry is "embarking on aperiod of uncertainty, said
Dr. Joseph Pelton, director of the
graduate telecommunications program
at the University of Colorado. Pelton
made his remarks during the IEEE
International Conference on Communications, held in Denver in June.
Pelton predicted that satellites of the
future will look, act and "feel" quite
different than those today. They may
operate in unconventional orbits, be
highly intelligent (carry large amounts
of processing power), use odd antenna
arrays and require compact, lightweight optics/electronics.
Peering into his crystal ball, Pelton
predicted that half of the traffic carried
on regional/national satellite systems
of the 21st century will be devoted to
video distribution, or "quasi DBS"
services.
However, it will have to compete
with a growing fiber optic cable network and will require high throughput
as well as an interface with ISDN
services.
These satellites will evolve from
geosynchronous, Ku-band birds weighing two metric tons, lasting 15 to 20
years and offering 60 dBW of power to
alow-orbit satellite in artificial geosynchronous orbit weighing 10 to 20
kilograms, with a lifetime of 25 to 30

years and 55 to 60 dBW of power. This
latter satellite will offer separate beams
for each U.S. time zone as well as one
U.S. conus beam.

Ghost canceller
moves ever closer
For all the promise high definition
television offers, there still is much
work to be done for NTSC signals. As
reported in CED in February, significant effort is being placed on video
ghost elimination. According to an
IEEE paper delivered by Stephen Herman of Philips Laboratories during the
International Conference on Consumer
Electronics, it appears that major success is on the horizon.
Ghost cancelling circuitry built into
televisions rely on broadcasters and
cable operators a ghost cancellation
reference signal sent in the vertical
blanking interval.
The TV receiver uses the detected
distortions in the received version
of this signal to compute the corrections needed to cancel the echoes, or
ghosts.
Philips has been field testing its
ghost canceller in cooperation with
WABC-TV in New York City and will
continue in other markets as well. The
purpose of the testing is to evaluate the
robustness of the hardware, the algorithms and the choice of reference
signals.
Ghost cancellation has become a
priority with the advent of advanced
television, which will only exacerbate
the problems associated with poor signal quality.
A reference signal standard has been
chosen in Japan and, in fact, there is
presently debate over which signal to
adopt for use in the U.S.

Turning stress
into wellness
Cable installers, technicians and
customer service representatives concerned about their personal and professional well-being may want to partake
in the Rocky Mountain CTAM Chapter's new interactive video, due out this
month.
Titled "The Mind, the Body and the
Bottom Line," the video consists of
panelists from TCI, United Artists,
Mile Hi Cablevision (ATC), Jones Intercable and HBO who discuss ways in
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which to turn stress into "physical,
mental and emotional wellness," says
producer Lisa McVicker of HBO.
Moderator Marla Reigel, a wellness
and stress-reduction specialist, leads
the group through a series of typical
day-to-day situations, with insights on
how to better handle those black moments that arise. "It's a means of
establishing exactly what it is that is
causing stress; how to control it; how
to take afew moments out for yourself;
breathing exercises—but real lightly.
There's no preaching here," McVicker
explains. "It's mostly consciousnessraising."
McVicker expects the tape to be
priced at under $100, and it is available
by contacting Rocky Mountain CTAM
president Bob Greene at (303) 8507530.

Jottings
It isn't easy making news out of fiber
optic deployment, but a couple of
operators are working on it. Continental Cablevision is rebuilding its franchise near Dayton, Ohio with 3,000
miles of plant, adigital fiber backbone
interconnecting headends, 200 nodes
serving 2,000 homes and use of externally modulated lasers. In some cases,
the link cost is about $6,500...Meanwhile, Cablevision Industries is converting 2,400 miles of plant in Columbia, S.C. to fiber to the feeder, with 300
receivers, 100 transmitters and nodes
serving as few as 450 homes. The
system features density of 56 homes
per mile, yet can be built for the same
price as conventional RF 450 MHz
gear...The advent of Encore in TCI
systems resulted in an order for more
than 11,000 pieces of headend equipment for Scientific-Atlanta, which
cranked out the equipment in less than
45 days. The $5 million order is one of
S-A's biggest ever. The equipment was
ordered in mid-April and was shipped
before the end of May. ..Time-Warner
continues to spread around the contracts for its showcase 1-GHz system
in New York City. Optical Networks
International will supply LXE fiber
cable manufactured by AT&T...Regal
Technologies has teamed up with Zenith Cable Products to offer cable
operators a low-cost method of participating in the pay-per-view Olympics.
Regal's RC-83 converter will be marketed with Zenith's add-on "Pay Master" addressable decoder....
Compiled by Roger Brown,
Leslie Ellis and Gary Kim
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SPOTLIGHT
would travel to a regional office, borrow a car, and visit all the systems
within the region to make sure all were
in compliance with the FCC's technical
standards."
In 1987, Wolfe moved to Denver to
specialize in CLI and technical auditing for ATC. Then in 1989, he switched
over to his current position leading the
Training Center. "The hardest part of
Cable Games hit the road
this job, Ithink," Wolfe explains, "is
balancing current, everyday technoloAnd as head of the newly established
gies with emerging technologies. For
Cable Games subcommittee, Wolfe is
instance, the average technician we
extending his three-year history of
train is probably not going to be
coordinating technical "games" for
concerned on a daily basis about how
SCTE members outside of his homewe're going to put 150 channels of
turf Rocky Mountain SCTE chapter.
service in Queens, N.Y. as he is about
"It used to be just aRocky Mountain
how to properly read a signal level
Chapter thing," Wolfe says. "This
meter."
year, though, we've organized games
Wolfe keeps afinger on ATC's corpoat the Texas Show and the SCTE Expo,
rate engineering pulse via an ongoing
and we may be doing other shows this
series of "rubber room sessions" held
year. So it's coordinating events, prizes
at the Center. Late June marked the
and thinking of innovative ways to test
last such meeting, where ideas about
cable's technical community—in afun
the company's 150-channel Queens sysway."
tem bounced around the room.
Those who have attended trade shows
"When you start thinking in terms
earlier this year will recall Wolfe as
of how many channels you have, there's
the guy with the neon-blue cast on his
a tendency to think about what kind
arm
from
a
hair-raising
of video will be there," Wolfe continues.
(ahem)...bowling accident. The amus"Really, the question should be what
ing thing is, though, that Wolfe's injury
sort of information are we going to
could well have happened during any
offer? We need to make sure that we
one of his normal outdoor activities.
don't lock ourselves into avideo mindHe's admittedly a "double black diaset. Again, it's a matter of balance—
mond" downhill skier who enjoys trythis time, video (programming) vs.
ing to out-perform others on the slopes.
other opportunities."
His well-rounded athletic history also
Wolfe's ability to maintain balance
includes sky-diving and, on a less
carries through to his management
dangerous front, golfing.
philosophy. "I'm both a 'puller' and a
'pusher,' when it comes to dealing with
An honest start
people," Wolfe explains. "I think you
Wolfe got his start in cable television
have to be adaptable in the way you
manage people, because different perbecause "quite honestly, it was the
first job I landed when I finished
sonalities respond differently. There
are those who need to be told what to
college," Wolfe amusedly admits. "After finishing up at the District I do and when to do it; and then there
are those who just need a hint—and
Technical Institute (in EauClaire,
Wisc.), Ihitchhiked over to Oshkosh for
they're off."
an interview with Warner Cable. They
Clearly, though, Wolfe's quest for
made me an offer, which Iimmediately
training leads his concerns. "In my
accepted. Iwas at that time of life-21
public speaking role I usually have
access to many of the current leaders
years old, fresh out of school, and
wanted ajob real bad."
in our industry," Wolfe says. "In my
role as manager of the limining Center,
Wolfe apparently doesn't regret his
Ialso have aunique opportunity to be
decision. "I can't see myself leaving
the industry," he remarks. During his
apart of the development of the future
13-year cable career, Wolfe spent nine
leaders of the industry.
"I can only hope," Wolfe closes,
years with Warner as an installer, field
technician, maintenance foreman and
"That we've in some way prepared
field engineer.
those future leaders for what will
undoubtedly be aperiod of tremendous
"I was on the road about 60 percent
during my field engineer days," Wolfe
growth and challenge." •
—Leslie Ellis
recalls, "assisting with FCC proofs. I

tees, both firmly trenched in training
activities. As the BCT/E Career Path
chairman, Wolfe is trying to "take the
BCT/E format and rearrange it in a
fashion that more closely typifies the
chronology of a typical cable career
path," Wolfe explains, "so that the
BCT/E categories more closely resemble day-to-day job activities."

Ron

wilt,

A passion

for training
More than 3,000 industry technical
personnel are smarter these days thanks
to the efforts of Ron Wolfe, manager of
ATC's Denver-based National 11-aining Center. In fact, since Wolfe took
over the helm of the Center more than
three years ago, attendance has more
than doubled in classes ranging from
"Basic Cable" to "Fiber Optics and
Evolving Network Architectures."
To fill the position in 1989, ATC
picked Wolfe from its crop of top-notch
engineers because of his prowess in
developing technical seminars. "I had
put together a few workshops on CLI,
fiber optics and tests and measurements," Wolfe explains. "When Iwas
asked to take over the 'framing Center,
I initially declined—attendance was
way down. But Ithought about it, and
decided it would be an excellent opportunity to train cable's future leaders."
Hot button
Indeed, if Wolfe has a "hot button,"
training is it. "I believe very strongly
that training plays a vital role in the
current health and the future success
of our business. It gives me a sense of
accomplishment to know that our programs can have a positive impact on
the cable business," Wolfe says.
In fact, training is the thread that
weaves through Wolfe's professional
life. A (very) active SCTE member,
Wolfe currently chairs two subcommit-
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THERE IS ONLY ONE AMP CLAMP!
Since Alpha Technologies developed the
Amp Clamp several years ago, lightning and
surge damage to cable TV line equipment has
been reduced by up to 90%. With installations
approaching 100,000 units, and versions
available for amplifier power ports, power
inserters, splitters, couplers and
taps, Alpha's pioneering Amp
Clamp has gained the enthusiastic endorsement
Let's face it, thisofkind
the of
industry.
success

invites imitation. And it invites concern that
replicas of the original may not live up to
Alpha's high standards of quality, workmanship and, most of all, performance.
When it comes to effective, reliable surge
protection, there is only one
Amp Clamp. And when it
comes to complete power protection, there is only one company
you can count on to back you up
— Alpha Technologies.
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USA
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
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Montreux
Symposium turns 17
Mid-June marked the seventeenth
International Television Symposium
in Montreux, Switzerland (on Lake
Geneva). The Symposium, first held in
the years 1961, '62 and '63, started out
as a yearly event, similar to most
U.S.-based trade shows. But Montreux
officials quickly realized that not enough
technical evolution took place in a
year's time to justify ayearly meeting
in Europe, so the Symposium went to
an every-other-year format, held during odd years.
The result of the yearly hiatus
between gatherings was that the International Television Symposium and
Exhibition has become known as the
premier television engineering event
in the world.
This year's Symposium continued
the unbroken stream of excellence
which has come to characterize the
event. The 1991 edition of Montreux
was particularly interesting, because
for the first time ever, acable television
executive delivered the keynote lecture
on opening day.
Live from D.C.
James P. Mooney, president and
CEO of the National Cable Television
Association (NCTA), was prevented by
the unfortunate scheduling of the FCC's
action on effective competition from
delivering the keynote lecture in perBy Wendell Bailey, Vice President
Science & Technology, NCTA

son at Montreux. But by making an
extraordinary effort, Mr. Mooney was
in a local studio at 4 a.m. Washington
time to deliver his lecture live via
satellite to a packed audience at the
Montreux Casino, where the opening
session took place.
His lecture, albeit the distance, was
extremely well-received and his message also indicated that cable is an
equally valuable part of the Montreux
Symposium.

sium. We are already starting to narrow down the list of personalities in the
world of North American cable television who are leaders in their field and
can be asked to join the program
committee for the next event.
Indeed, Walt Ciciora and Iwill soon
be asked to give our recommendations
to the Executive Committee for those
names which should be included in an
invitation to become part of the program governing body.

Digital TV: SRO

Press coverage weak

And this year's Montreux Symposium contained many excellent sessions on both broadcasting and cable
fronts, dealing with high definition
television, new equipment innovations
and methods for operating each of the
respective businesses. In particular,
the sessions examining digital television via cable were nothing short of
outstanding—with standing room only
crowds looking on.
In fact, cable sessions have become
extremely popular in Montreux. While
the proceedings from this venue consistently rank as an excellent set of papers
rivaling broadcast versions, I should
point out that the attendance of American companies in the exhibition side of
the Symposium is still weighted very
heavily toward the broadcast equipment manufacturers.
During each new Montreux trip,
however, I am pleased to see new
companies that offer equipment for
cable television. Mostly I am afraid
that this equipment is quite different
from the equipment we use in the
United States and Canada for building
cable systems. Yet, as more and more
American companies become involved
in overseas projects, American companies have more and more opportunities
to have their product used for these
important systems.
Be there In '93?
It would be nice, therefore, to see
more American companies with their
mastheads displaying in the Montreux
Exhibition. Ilook forward to seeing all
of you in the 1993 version.
And speaking of the 1993 Montreux,
Professor Wolfgang Kaiser, chairman
of CATV sessions, Dr. Walter Ciciora
of ATC and myself will once again be
putting together the cable sessions.
We'll be meeting later this year with
the rest of the Montreux Executive
Committee to lay out the generic
details of the 1993 Montreux Sympo-
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As to the press coverage of Montreux, Ican't help but point out that
the number of accredited press at this
particular event set an all time record
for Montreux. While there were some
trade publications there, those publications primarily interested in cable or
broadband interests were not in evidence. Iunderstand the pressure we all
have on budgets, but it is disturbing
to read about the cable sessions as
reported by other publications whose
primary interests are not cable.
Since cable has become such an
important part of this prestigious meeting, Iwould be effusive in my praise
and forever grateful if more of the
readers of this magazine made apoint
of considering a trip to Montreux in
1993.
Ifirmly believe that cable television
is fast becoming the medium of choice
for alarge portion of the world. Representatives from more than 90 countries
were at Montreux to hear about broadcasting and cable. A good cross section
of them spent most of their time in the
cable television sessions. The opportunity for us to utilize our expertise in
this field can be greatly enhanced by
the contacts we make on the beautiful
shores of Montreux, Switzerland.
If you or your company's future plans
run toward international or transnational projects, this is a place you
should be. In the meantime, Professor
Kaiser, Walt Ciciora and I will be
seeking out people who will be agreeable to delivering top-notch, interesting papers at the next Montreux session in 1993.
The Montreux committee does not
issue a call for papers. Instead, all
presenters are invited by the respective
managers. We are not adverse, however, to learning about subjects that
you might like to do a paper on. Who
knows? You just might get invited to
be a cable television star in Montreux. •

HOW TO TURN
OLYMPICS
PAY-PER-VIEW
INTO PURE
GOLD
If you're anon-addressable system, Zenith has asure way to turn
the 1992 Olympics TripleCast into pure gold.
The answer is the PayMaster add-on decoder. It upgrades any non-volume RF converter to addressability
for less than $40. Combined with our new Event
Center mini-headend for as low as $2500,
PayMaster is clearly the most affordable way to tap
into the Olympics PPV.
What's more, the gold will keep coming your way
long after the Olympics flame is extinguished. That's
because you can continue to use PayMaster for pay-per-view or
subscription services and easily upgrade to afull, advanced PM2 system with 256 tag control.
There's never been abetter time to go addressable. A favorable split rate will be extended to
new systems ordering PayMaster which significantly reduces the
cost of adding addressability.*
For more information call (708) 391-7702 and we'll
send you our brochure, "Know the facts. Adding addressability for the Olympics TripleCast."
With the Zenith PayMaster and Event Center, the
Olympics pay-per-view is one golden opportunity you

cable
products
0 Copyright 1991, Zenith Electronics Corporation

can't afford to miss.
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*ORDER YOUR PAYMASTER
DECODERS BEFORE DECEMBER 31,
1991 AND EARN AN ADDITIONAL
2% OPERATOR SPLIT RATE.

16-QAM
16-QAM is short for 16-State Quadrature Amplitude Modulation, and it is
simply an extension of the QAM techniques discussed in my previous columns. It is a digital modulation technique that is theoretically (but not
realistically) capable of squeezing as
many as 4 bits of digital information
in a single Hertz of bandwidth (4
bits/Hz.
In cable-speak that translates to a
theoretical maximum of about 24 Mb/s
in asingle 6MHz cable channel!
16-State QAM, as its name implies,
is a digital modulation technique in
which two RF carriers in phase quadrature are each independently amplitude
modulated to 4distinct amplitudes and
then summed, resulting in acombined
total of 4x4 or 16 different states. As
shown in the block diagram of Figure
la, this is usually accomplished through
the use of adouble sideband suppressed
carrier modulation technique for both
the Iand Q channels.'
The incoming baseband two-level
digital data stream is first commutated
or split into two different data paths:
the in-phase or Ipath, and the quadrature or Q path. This results in a data
rate in each of the two paths that is
one-half of the original data rate. Thus,
if we were dealing with an initial data
rate of about 20 Mb/s, the data is split
into 2quadrature paths at 10 Mb/s.
After the split, each digital data
By Chris Bowick, Vice President
Engineering for Headend Equipment,
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.

stream is then applied to a 2-level to
4-level converter. Here, every two bits
of serial digital data is converted to one
of 4voltage levels called symbols, each
symbol representing the various possibilities that each successive two-bits
of the serial data stream may take (00,
01, 10, 11).
Note that since each discrete voltage
level or symbol out of the level converter is a representation of 2 bits of
digital information, the effective symbol rate out of the level converter is
half the data rate at its input. In our
example, the 10Mb/s data stream in
each of the I and Q channels has
therefore been further reduced to a 5
Mega symbol per second 4-level data
stream to drive each AM doublesideband suppressed-carrier modulator
in each of the two paths. After modulation, the two quadrature channels are then
summed and filtered for transmission.
At the receive-end, the reverse process takes place. Here it is only necessary that each of the 4 amplitude
modulated levels or symbols in each
quadrature channel be capable of being
detected and converted back to the

the phase of the RF carrier.
Since the detector must be capable
of detecting each of these various
amplitude and phase states, and since
each of these states is relatively close
together, operation in noisy environments can become a problem. If you
compare this constellation diagram to
that of the 4-QAM case discussed in
last month's column, for example, it
becomes very easy to understand why
4-QAM is a much more robust signal
than 16-QAM for transmission in noisy
environments. The points in the constellation are simply further removed
from each other in the 4-QAM case, and
in noisy environments they are less
likely to be incorrectly detected by the
receiver.
The drawback, of course, with 4QAM or QPSK when compared with
16-QAM, is that you are limited to a
theoretical maximum of 2 bits/Hertz
using 4-QAM techniques—fully half of
the efficiency possible when using
16-QAM.
As might be expected, choice of a
digital modulation technique is defined
primarily by data rate and bandwidth
1641AM Modulator
constraints over a
5Mega symbols
given transmission
DSB-SC
pi. Second
AM-mod
path. The current
210-4
level converter
HDTV proponents
are convinced that
0degrees*
HDTV will not be
90 degrees
possible in less
-110.
niter
than about 20 Mb/
s total data rate.
DSB.SC
5Mega Symbols
AM-rood
If we force this sigper second
Apure la
nal to be placed
within a 6 MHz
o
channel, we must
use a modulation
technique that will
realistically provide achannel efficiency of 3.33 bits/
Figure lb
Hertz (20/6).
original binary data stream. This is
Clearly QPSK is out, and we are left
accomplished through the use of a with using the most robust technique
that has a modulation efficiency of
series of threshold comparators.
better than 3.33 bits/Hz. 16-QAM is
Figure lb shows the constellation
diagram of a 16-QAM signal. You may
one such technique being considered.
recall from a previous column, that a It certainly remains to be seen whether
constellation diagram gives you a vissuch a modulation technique is truly
practical in a Broadcast or a Cable
ual indication of the possible amplitude
environment, especially at adata rate
and phase states of the RF carrier for
as high as 20 Mb/s. If it is doable, it
adigitally modulated signal.
will most certainly be very difficult—
Here we see adot for each of the 16
possible amplitude and phase states especially in abroadcast environment. •
1. Feher, Dr. Kamilo, Advanced
that the 16-QAM RF carrier may take
on, where the distance out from the Digital Communicatins Systems and
origin represents the amplitude of the Signal Processing Techniques, Prentice
Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
combined RF carrier, and the angle as
measured from the x-axis represents
07632, 1987.
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basic cable programming services.
Actually, creating the new tiers will
require many cable systems to upgrade
both their hardware and software, so
it will not be done immediately. The
costs of these and other upgrades may
justify rate increases greater than the
automatic 5 percent annual rate increase that is allowed by the 1984
Cable Act. This new FCC decision
allows cable systems to achieve a fair
return on investment, taking into account the costs of equipment and programming, if the 5percent increase is
insufficient.
Cable IV technical standards

Update on
recent FCC action
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has been busy the last
several months, with several actions
that affect cable TV technology. The
two that most directly affect the cable
industry are the Effective Competition
decision and the Cable lbchnical Standards proposal. Others involve closed
captioning decoders in TV sets, and
interconnection for alternative local
access carriers.
Effective competition
The FCC has made a decision to
change the standard for "effective
competition" that triggers local rate
regulation. Local rate regulation will
be prohibited if there are six or more
unduplicated TV broadcast stations
available to the community, or a competing multichannel video delivery service is available to at least 50 percent
of homes passed and subscribed to by
at least 10 percent of homes passed.
Under the 1984 Cable Act, local rate
regulation only applies to "basic service," which includes any tier that
carries local broadcast signals. Many
cable systems have already rearranged
their channel lineups so that they can
redefine their tiers in order to escape
local rate regulation of most of the
By Jeffrey Krauss, Independent
Telecommunications Policy Consultant
and President of Telecommunications
and Technology Policy of Rockville, Md.

and the National League of Cities
reached an agreement on standards,
and then adopt that agreement as
federal policy. An agreement has never
been achieved, however, and so the
FCC has gone ahead on its own with
this proposal. There is some suggestion
that the FCC is still willing to accept
an agreement between the cities and
the industry, if it can be reached.
TV captioning decoders
The FCC has adopted final rules
requiring all TV sets with screens
larger than 13 inches to have line 21
captioning decoders built-in, starting
in 1993. The cable industry was successful in having a paragraph added
to the new regulations pointing out
that cable scrambling and copy protection technologies can sometimes modify the NTSC signal so that some
methods of finding line 21 will not
work. In particular, counting of lines
or timing from the start of the vertical
blanking interval may fail to find line
21. TV set manufacturers now have the
obligation to contact cable equipment
manufacturers to learn about these
cable technologies, so that they can
design aro nd them.

The FCC has proposed to adopt a
range of new cable TV technical standards. Here are the key requirements:
• Visual signal level at least 6
dBmV.
• Aural signal 13 dB to 17 dB below
visual signal level.
• Frequency response ±2dB across
6MHz channel.
• Visual signal-to-noise level and
signal to co-channel interference level
at least 43 dB.
• Visual signal to coherent interference level at least 53 dB (noncoherent
system) or 47 dB (coherent system)
• Ibrminal isolation at least 18 dB.
Alternative access carriers
• Hum less than 3percent of visual
signal level.
Alternative local access carriers have
• Chroma delay less than 150
had problems interconnecting with lonanoseconds.
cal telephone companies. These local
• Differential gain less than 20
access carriers include Metropolitan
percent.
Fiber, New York Ibleport, and a num• Differential phase less than 5 ber of cable TV systems. They provide
degrees.
local voice and data networks that
• Proof of performance tests recompete with the local telco. They
quired at least once acalendar year.
sometimes need to lease channels from
The formal written comments are
the telephone company, and sometimes
not due until September 17. A final
need to interconnect with telcoprovided private networks and with the
decision might be adopted by the FCC
by next June.
public switched telephone network.
Cable technical standards have been
A new FCC proceeding proposes to
under review by the FCC since 1985.
establish requirements and regulate
The proceeding responds to a 1988
rates for interconnection of private
court decision that rejected an FCC
access channels (so-called "special acpolicy of voluntary federal technical
cess" channels) supplied by alternative
standards pre-empting local regulacarriers with telco-supplied facilities.
tion. The standards in this proposal
It also inquires about the need for
similar requirements for "switched
would be mandatory, not voluntary.
State and local governments would not
access" channels that are used with
switched long distance services.
be permitted to adopt standards that
differ from the federal standards.
This could be a major step forward
in stimulating competition in local
Agreement needed
voice and data communications, in the
same way the Execunet decision in the
In its massive "Cable Report" to
late 1970s stimulated long distance
Congress last year, the FCC said that competition. But it will take several
it would wait until the cable industry years for this to really shake out. •
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'50s were manufactured to the military
specification RG-11/U, widely used in
lengths normally measured in hundreds of feet, but not often in miles. A
single copper braid, of unspecified coverage, comprised the outer conductor.
CLI (cumulative leakage index) had
not yet been invented. Lashed together
in a tight bundle, those cables talked
to each other like backyard gossips.
Don Kirk came to the rescue with a
spectacular answer which he called
HLD (for High Loss Dirt). Although
consideration of NQV continued for a
couple of years, its appeal was limited
to direct burial situations, and collapsed utterly in the face of expanding
channel capacity demand.
G-Line

NOV and G-Line
Old timers Ken Simmons and Len
Ecker captivated the engineers attending the recent SCTE Cable-Toc Expo
in Reno with an engaging treasure of
tales from the early days. Strat Smith
recalled the convoluted legal and legislative quagmire through which our
industry had to slog; and Iexpressed
the view that cable TV might not have
happened at all but for the war-time
and subsequent FCC freezes on broadcast TV

Low-loss transmission lines of many
types were tested and installed in the
'50s and early '60s. Based on the theory
of surface wave transmission, the GLine is, in effect, a coaxial cable with
conventional polyethylene dielectric,
but no outer conduct« of any kind. The
radio frequency wave is launched at
the surface of the dielectric by means

LAUNCHER

two-wire line, due primarily to the
launchers, but the G-Line has apractical lower limit of 50 MHz. The problem
was that the launchers did radiate. In
fact, we found that the ranchers outside
Helena, Mont., were pushing their
Yagi's right into the mouth of the
launcher funnel to steal excellent reception from our 13-mile test G-Line.
The surface wave propagated on the
dielectric is severely disrupted by proximity to any metallic objects. Therefore, the G-Line has to be suspended
on nylon cords, in amanner comparable to the suspension of high tension
electric power lines using ceramic insulators instead of nylon cord.
Moreover, sharp corners must be
avoided to prevent disruptions of the
surface wave. Therefore, 90-degree
bends have to be taken gradually,
in several segments of a few degrees
each.
The G-Line was patented by Dr.
George Goubau, a leading German
scientist who, like Dr. Werner von
Braun, was expropriated by the U.S.
as part of the spoils of World War II.
The surface wave G-Line should not
be confused with the 450-Ohm open

DIELECTRIC COATED
CONDUCTOR

LAUNCHER

NOV
Some of us remember well Len
Ecker's tale about Dubuque, Iowa. In
1954, Dubuque was larger by far than
the typical small towns where CATV
was beginning to flourish. Television
signals would have to travel through
much longer coaxial cables than ever
before.
To make it work in Dubuque, they
would have to convert to lower frequencies. How low in frequency could they
go? Would you believe a visual carrier
at 5.75 MHz, aural carrier at 1.25 MHz
for the inverted channel 1.0 -7.0 MHz?
They called it NQV. Not Quite
Video. Using aseparate cable for each
of the five low-band VHF channels, an
arrangement later known more professionally as space division multiplex,
NQV looked like agreat idea.
Coaxial cables available in the midBy Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President, Engineering MalarkeyTaylor Associates, Inc.

of a short rigid coaxial stub, the
diameter of whose outer conductor is
increased in agradual taper to form a
long, narrow funnel about one quarter
wavelength in diameter at the mouth.
Think of the G-Line launcher as
simply a piece of coaxial cable whose
outer conductor is gradually increased
until it no longer matters. Instead of
terminating in the outer conductor, the
electric fields form longitudinally along
the surface of the dielectric. With
properly designed launchers at both
ends, and dielectric diameter at least
three times the diameter of the wire,
the surface wave mode of propagation
can be made practically non-radiating.
Launcher radiation
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Losses are about half those of a

wire balanced line manufactured and
sold by the now defunct Gonset Company, which many hams learned to call
G-Line. It was the Goubau surface
wave line that my colleagues installed
in Helena in the early 1960s, and that
Earl Hickman, VP of Ameco, tested
extensively in Phoenix, Ariz.
Goubau's G-Line has been used in
Europe by utilities and railroads. The
launchers and dielectric can be configured to create a "leaky transmission
line" for such applications as trackside
communication with moving railroad
cars, or in tunnels.
As it happens, satellites and optical
fibers have pretty well ended the
search for low loss, non-radiating transmission media. Nevertheless, we still
have fond memories of NQV and GLine. •
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Cash Back Guarantee
Quality repair work is our number one priority.
We're ready to back up our commitment by offering a $10 cash or
credit back guarantee for each out-of-box failed converter that
exceeds 3% of the total order. Plus all failed converters that are
returned will be repaired and shipped at no additional charge.
30 Day Return
ConTec customers have 30 days from date of invoice to return any
problem converters. Upon failure verification, cash or credit will be
applied to the customer's account for all units exceeding 3% of the
original total order.
Call Today
Call the ConTec Account Executive nearest you to place your order.

ConTec Account
Executive Toll Free
Locations:
Schenectady, NY:
(800) 382-2723
Fenton, MI:
(800) 594-9007
Tampa, FL:
(800) 759-2288

CONTEC
INTERIMATICONAL

Headend must be aligned to manufacturer's specifications. Units that are damaged by shipping are excluded from this guarantee
Units that are originally deemed "beyond economical repair," are excluded from this guarantee.
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Article too
commercial?
I am writing regarding an article
published in the June 1991 edition of
CED entitled, "Planning for the Future with Fiber," by Jon K. Chester.
The discussions contained in the article
on Cablevision's optical fiber applications were very interesting and informative. However, much of the article
amounted to little more than apromotion for Corning and Siecor products.
The repetitive use of trademarks (e.g.,
Titan and Minibundle), and the detailed descriptions of specific product
features lent astrong commercial character to the paper.
The philosophy of Comm/Scope, when
publishing technical articles, is to minimize commercial content, and Ibelieve
we were successful in the paper, "Fiber Optic Cable Designs," by John
Chamberlain of Comm/Scope, published
in the same CED edition. The discussions were entirely generic, containing
neither tradenames nor endorsements
of particular product types. Indeed, our
staff received numberous comments

comparing the differences in nature of
the two articles.
CED is aquality publication and has
a significant impact on the CATV
industry. It is my hope that commercially oriented articles will not become
the norm, and that this recent article
is an exception. I believe that the
quality of your publication will suffer
unless objectivity remains an important criterion in your selection process.
Chris Story, Director, R&D
Comm/Scope Inc.
As a publication designed to promote
communication throughout the cable
television industry, CED continues to
believe strongly in objectivity. However,
objectivity is sometimes adifficult concept to define in a competitive environ ment and when contributions from
vendors are welcome. One man's news
is another's hype.
It has been a longstanding policy at
CED to publish only generic articles
because it is recognized that authors
representing vendors have built-in biases and a motivation for writing
articles with certain "slants." The
article Mr. Story refers to was a case
study, however, and those types of

Introducing

stories sometimes carry different rules.
For example, it may be absolutely
critical for the reader to know which
brand of equipment was installed in a
given environment or what its performance level was.
But after hearing numerous cornments from several sources wondering
about the commercial flavor of the
article, I now believe the article in
question was not edited as tightly as
possible.
I want to assure Mr. Story and all
other CED readers that objectivity remains the goal here. Therefore, these
types of stories will be more rigorously
reviewed in the future to make certain
they carry only information deemed
pertinent to the reader.—Editor
1

Kudos for
NCTA package
The CED team did a wonderful job
chronicling the NCTA Engineering
Committee and 40th convention. We
couldn't have asked for a better anniversary celebration.
Katherine Rutkowski, NCTA

Cable Equipment Corporation
Richardson, TX (214) 699-0900
[TX, AR, LA, OK]
Cable Technology Associates Inc.
Syracuse, NY (315) 451-9450
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Glade Communication
Equipment Co.
Redmond, WA (206) 869 4116
[WA, OR, ID, MT, AK, HI]
John Weeks Enterprises
Grayson, GA (404) 963-7870
[GA, AL, NC, SC, MS, FL, TN, P R
Mega Hertz Sales
Englewood, CO (303) 779-1717
[NE, WY, UT, KS, CO, MO, NM]

Model 1210

TDR

Model 2901 B+

TDR
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Supply Group
Shakopee, MN (612)445-8424
[ND, SD, MN IA, WI]

W. Whitaker & Associates
Lafayette, IN (317) 447-3345
[KY, MI, IN, OH, IL]

Dacom Inc.
Richmond, VA (804) 745-8517
[PA, W.VA, VA, MD, DE, South
NJ, DC)

Western Systems
& Service Co.
San Dimas, CA (714) 599-2619
[CA, NV, AZ]

TOLL FREE ASSISTANCE LINE
1-800-688-8377
Cable Fault Locator

Cable Fault Locator

$4695

$945
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5101 N. 57th Street,
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The training era begins
Annual survey shows managers worried about training

I

fyou expect a long, fruitful career
in cable television engineering, you'd
better head back to school.
That's the message that is trumpeted
loud and clear in CED magazine's
salary and job satisfaction survey.
According to this exclusive survey,
managers are deeply distressed about
the lack of well-trained personnel who
want to climb the technical ladder. In
fact, they're so worried about the
shortage that it has become their
number-one concern, replacing competition and regulation as their top
worry.
CED's fourth annual survey consisted of a 24-question questionnaire
mailed directly to 450 managers, engineers and technicians. Those names
were gathered from the database of
CableFile Research and, as such, represent arandom, not scientific, sampling
of the industry. One hundred and

forty-one surveys were returned: 60
from management titles, 51 from engineers and 30 from technicians. The
response rate was nearly 32 percent.
Highlights of this year's findings
include:
• Fewer respondents than ever (11)
said it was unlikely they'd still be
employed in the cable industry three
years from now. This is in stark
contrast to last year, when a record
number of people said they expected to
leave the cable industry for something
more fruitful.
• Managers' top priority is recruiting qualified technical personnel and
training those persons to understand
advancing technology.
• Ninety percent of the systems
represented in the survey offer to pay
for formal education or training courses.
Seventy-seven percent of the persons
responding said they have enrolled in

such courses.
• More than 42 percent of the systems represented in the survey have
hired an additional technician in the
past year.
• The threat of competition continues to loom large in the minds of the
respondents. The two most feared competitors are the telephone companies
and direct broadcast satellites (DBS),
in that order.
• Generally, survey respondents are
satisfied with the wages and compensation packages they receive from their
employer. However, career advancement opportunities remain a source of
consternation for many.
• Those surveyed gave good marks
for their overall technical and safety
training, but expressed deep dissatisfaction with the management training
that's been made available to them.
• Seventy-five percent of those who

Industry Personnel Profile
Manager
Average age (years)
Annual salary

Engineer

Technician

39.4

37.6

36

1990

$37,800

$34,700

$24,000

1991

$40,800

$36,100

$26,500
10%

Increase

8%

4.2%

Time in present position (years)

4-6

1-3

split between
1-3 and 10+

Time with present employer (years)

4-6

4-6

2-4

Length of CATV career to date (years)

10+

10+

10+

Average number of persons supervised

14.4

14.6

5.5

Average monthly cost for medical insurance

$74

$71

Average number of vacation days per year

16.1

16.7

13

Employer pays for outside education

95%

90%

73%

Personally enrolled in education/training courses

83%

77%

63%

Employer pays for SCTE membership

83%

76%

64%

SCTE member

78%

79%

57%

$51

Source CableFile Research/CED
Igure 1
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responded are members of the Society
of Cable iblevision Engineers.
• ibchnical personnel living in the
Northeast region of the country continue to be compensated higher than
their counterparts in other areas. However, they also typically supervise more
people and pay more for their health
insurance. Those in the Midwest are
compensated less, but also pay less for
their benefits. Respondents from the
West reported the largest salary increases—wages in 1991 were up more
than 10 percent over ayear ago.

industry's control. But identifying tomorrow's leaders and training them
well isn't.
Last year, Women in Cable commissioned a study called CableForce 2000
which showed that the number of
skilled applicants for technicians, customer service reps and other entry level
positions was declining rapidly. According to the report, nine million

Technical people

Some changes, some consistency
Last year at this time, the technical/
hardware side of the CATV industry
began its long, deep slide into economic
hard times. The slowdown, as has been
well documented, was the result of
several factors, not the least of which
were the national scarcity of capital
and the threat of industry regulation.
Not much has changed since last
summer, at least in the minds of many.
According to this year's survey, pending re-regulation still weighs heavily
on the minds of most engineers and
technicians. Managers, however, have
apparently accepted the fact that some
amount of regulation will occur and
have now shifted their efforts toward:
1) finding qualified personnel to keep
their systems running, and 2) beating
back competitors, especially the telephone companies and MMDS operators.
But clearly it's training that holds
the key to cable's future. While industry leaders continue to work to control
regulation and competition, those considerations are generally out of the

in the Northeast
region continue
to be compensated
higher than other
regions.
fewer people will have entered the
workforce in the 1990s than in the
1970s. The U.S. population is forecast
to grow just three-quarters of one
percent, the smallest increase since the
Great Depression.
These numbers are compounded by
growing functional illiteracy and reduced basic skill and knowledge levels.
The subject has garnered the attention
of many industry leaders, including
pioneer Bill Daniels, who devoted the
entire June issue of the Daniels Letter
to the subject.
Here is what Daniels recommends:
"Skilled entry-level workers will

be in high demand, creating competition among service-oriented companies
for a shrinking workforce that is less
skilled than in years past. We suggest
developing and widening networks with
local minority and women's organizations, vocational schools, local government jobs programs and high schools."
According to Daniels research, the
average entry-level cable employee
requires about $3,000 and three to six
months to train. But cable continues
to be plagued by high churn rates
(varying from a high of about 50
percent in urban systems to 10 percent
in rural operations). Daniels argues
that the investment in training lowlevel personnel is much less than the
cost of dealing with churn.
Incentives needed
Here's more: "We believe that cable
operators who use training and career
paths as employment incentives and
can present a clear understanding of
the business and employee potential for
upward mobility will attract the most
qualified workers.
With the advent of digital compression and 150-channel systems, training
programs will take on a whole new
dimension, requiring trainable applicants with minimal basic skills to learn
the far-reaching complexities of this
new technology and its marketing
applications."
The letter concludes: "This issue
strikes at the heart of the cable industry, which is only as good as its people
and products. We believe investments
should be made in both. It's also an
issue that will mushroom. For many
operators, particularly rural operators,

W ARREN, M ORRIS & M ADISON, LTD.
Executive Search Est. 1983

Del Mar, CA
(619) 481-3388
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Introducing
the first
play-it-again
SAM.
Meet new LINE SAM ®
from Wavetek.

The first signal level meter
with "learn" and "repeat"
modes for fully automated
testing.
On cue, LINE SAM automatically runs aprogrammed
sequence of tests — again and
again. Savirig you time—and
money. You can even program
for unattended, time-delayed
testing.
Without missing abeat,
the LINE SAM stores up to
80 sets of test point data for
100 channels. And downloads
to aPC or printer for spectrum
or tabular printout. Comparing
amplifier specifications
couldn't be easier or more
accurate!
LINE SAM. Easy. Accurate.
Cost-efficient. For field or
headend testing, we're playing
your song.
Call Wavetek today at
1-800-622-5515—in Indiana,
317-788-5965 — and ask
for LINE SAM. This
could be the beginning of
abeautiful friendship.
C1991 Wavetek
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SALARY SURVEIMIIMMII
Industry/job concerns in order of importance
TECHNICIANS

ENGINEERS

MANAGERS
1991: Training/

1991: Regulation

personnel

1

1990: Regulation

1990: Regulation

1989: Training

1989: Competition

1991: Regulation

11990:

1991: Pace of

1991: Competition

2

1990: Competition
1989: Regulation

1991 Regulation

technology

1991: Pace of

2

1990: Competition

1989: Competition

1989: Compensation

1991: Competition

1991: Compensation

Signal leakage

3 1990:

Compensation

1989: Training

1989: Signal leakage

1989 Budget

technology

1990: Training

3 1990:

1990 Competition

Regulation

1989: Compensation

are becoming more commonplace with
the technical side of cable systems
whereas they were considered unusual
just a few years ago. Incentives are
often geared toward budgets, signal
leakage performance, customer relations and the like.
"The '80s were just wild in terms of
people's ability to move between companies and escalate their salaries,"
says Warren. But the industry has
matured, consolidation has reduced the
number of jobs available and companies don't have to pay as much as they
once did," Warren adds., says Warren.
Consequently, operators want technical people with bachelor's degrees

Operators want
technical people

1991: Pace of

1991: Training

technology

4 1990:

1990: Training
1989: Consolidation

1991: Compensation
1990: Poor image
1989: Customer
service

Compensation

1989: Compensation

1991: Competition

4 1990:

1989: Signal leakage

1991: Customer

5 1990:

service
Customer
service

Rates

1991: Lack of long-

5 1990:

1989: Regulation

term strategy
Training

1989: Job security

Source CablenteResearch/CED
Figure 2

a shrinking labor pool is not yet a
priority issue. In our opinion, an effective networking system and attractive
employment package should be designed and implemented soon if the
cable industry is to compete for qualified employees."
Fortunately, many seem to have
recognized this trend, even among the
top personnel echelon. Consequently,
from

Refurbished Videociphers $450

MSOs are getting more creative with
their compensation packages. lbday,
it's not unusual for key persons to count
stock plans, equity positions, paid life
insurance, better titles and more travel
among their bonus plans, according to
Scott Warren, aprincipal with Warren,
Morris & Madison, an executive search
and management recruiting firm.
Warren says bonus/incentive plans

orateliFfatra0C,
tat

*New PLUS VCII's $669
*New Plus Board
Refur Power Supply
*Refurbished Chassis
*Refurbished Buffer Board

30 Communications

Most
Roost rs

$93

VIDEOCIPHER II REPAIRS
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Save

Money]

with bachelor's
degrees from
four-year colleges.
from four-year colleges. They want
self-starters who have kept up with the
important issues by reading trade journals, taking correspondence courses
and becoming active in local SCTE
chapters. "It's imperative—you have
to keep up," Warren says. "Being
educated is everything. Operators don't
want doers (as their key people), they
want thinkers."
Managers
lbday's typical technical manager
is nearly 40 years old, makes $40,800
per annum (an increase of 8 percent
over last year's reported salary) and
has been in his present job for 4 to 6
years. He's been in the industry for

New AGILE *Processor
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Tulsa, Oklahoma 74116
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Service
Calls Got
You Down?

SALARY SURVEY

Personnel Profile
Northeast
Avg salary-'91
Avg salary-'90
Percentage increase
Avg # persons supervise
% Receiving fully paid
medical insurance
% Contributing to medical
insurance costs
Monthly cost for medical
insurance
% Receiving fully paid
dental insurance
% Contributing to dental
insurance costs
`)/0 Receiving no dental
insurance

The only good thing about aservice
call is completing it.. .quickly. efficiently,
effectively and with the least inconvenience to the customer.
The key to good service calls is training. Effective training to limit the amount
of time required to fix the problem and
to ensure it is fixed right the first time.
NCTI's Installer Technician course
can give you and your staff the training
you need to bring out the good in service
calls. Recently revised, updated,
improved and expanded lessons include:

$42,270
$39,313
8%
"r 16.6
3%
/0

•Troubleshooting TV Problems
•Troubleshooting Drop Cable
•Troubleshooting Drop Passives
•Troubleshooting Picture Distortions
•Signal Leakage Detection

$70.85
19%
52%
29%

Source: CableFile Research/CED

Figure 3

more than 10 years, with his present dent from Georgia. "Will profit maremployer for between 4 and 6 years,
gins remain the same or will the MSO
supervises 14 persons and has earned
lower the margins to be more competi16 vacation days per year.
tive with new technologies?"
Nearly all have the option of taking
Another points out that all the
outside educational courses and having bickering over rate regulation and
them paid by their employer and 83
competition is moot when it comes to
percent have done so. Almost 80 perthe customer:
cent are members of the SCTE.
"Many standards have come out for
Predictably, managers are haunted
customer service, but all the customer
with thoughts of comreally wants is a
petition and regugood product at a
lation as well as trainfair price. If a sysing issues. However,
tem provides that,
they're now being
it'll have no probToday's technical
overwhelmed by the
lem."
new
technology
Compensation
manager is
choices that exist (fistill bothers some
ber optics, video commanagers. A man
nearly 40 years
pression, interdicfrom Iowa expects
tion, bandwidth, etc.)
to enter adifferent
old and makes
"The industry is movindustry because
ing so fast, Ihope our
they offer better
$40,800 per year.
company will not be
wages and benefits.
left behind," wrote
He says cable sysone manager from
tems often expect
Pennsylvania.
their techs to get projects done no
Another concern is bottom-line presmatter how long it takes, which in turn
sure exerted by corporate headquarters
creates burn-out and high turnover
which have begun to feel pinched from
rates.
previous highly leveraged buyouts. "As
times change, I wonder how much
Engineers
money MSOs will be willing to put
back into the systems," asked aresponThe industry's average system engi-

Additional lessons give you the background you need to understand the
"whys" behind the troubleshooting process, and include advanced topics like
MDU installation and decibels.
And that's just the beginning! Installer
Technician is just one of a five-level
career path progressing from Installer to
Advanced Technician which can give you
the professional background you need to
take advantage of the industry's ever
expanding need for expert technicians
and engineers.

Call us or return the coupon for full
information on our courses.
Scholarships available through the
Society of Cable Television Engineers!

Please rush me:
A complete Training Kit with information on all NCTI courses
-I More information on Installer Technician
▪ Information on SCTE scholarships
J

Daytime phone
Mail this form to:

CED 8/91

National Cable Television Institute
P.O. Box 27277, Denver, CO 80227
(303) 761-8554
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Personnel Profile
Southeast
Avg salary-'91
Avg salary-'90
r
Percentage increase
Avg # persons supervised
% Receiving fully paid
medical insurance
% Contributing to medical
insurance costs
Monthly cost for medical
insurance
% Receiving fully paid
dental insurance
% Contributing to dental
insurance costs
% Receiving no dental
insurance

,517
$33,618
3%
11.9
35%
65%
$54.10
16%
59%
25%

Source: CableFile Research/CED

Figure 4

neer is nearly 38 years old, takes home
$36,100 a year (an increase of 4.2
percent over last year), has held his
present position for between 1 and 6
years (but had his current employer for
4 to 10 years) and is typically an
industry veteran with more than 10
years of experience.
Just about 90 percent are employed
by companies that offer paid training
and education and 77 percent said they
have taken advantage of outside courses.
Only 77 percent said their employers
pay for SCTE membership, but 79
percent said they are SCTE members
(some out there pay their own way).
In fact, the SCTE is becoming highly
important to engineers. Here's a comment from a Pennsylvania engineer:
"I would like to attend more SCTE
workshops and (I've gone to) only one
SCTE convention, because Iwon afree
trip from our chapter. Ihad to take a
week of vacation to go. My company
will send me to the (NCTA) national
convention, which Iget very little out
of, but will not send me to the SCTE
conventions."
Others point to the need for customer
service training. "Cable TV companies need to give their employees the
means to achieve those (customer serv-

Why do technicians prefer
RISER-BOND INTRUMENTS
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MIIMIMIMIWZY SURVEY
ice) goals," wrote one engineer. "There
are too many unwritten rules.... Do we
wire any street that wants cable? When
do we NOT provide same-day service?
Why are the pictures snowy on the
higher channels and why don't we have
the time or manpower to fix it?"
A couple others took their employers
to task for the way they treat their
employees. "I'm sick of big business
and their nasty employee treatment,"
wrote one. Another wrote: "The industry treats employees no better than
dogs. Most cable personnel live in
poverty while MSOs get fat profits."

Personnel Profile 'Ole
Midwest
Avg salary-'91
Avg salary-'90
Percentage increase
Avg # persons supervised
°/.3 Receiving fully paid
medical insurance
% Contributing to medical
insurance costs
Monthly cost for medical
insurance
°A, Receiving fully paid
dental insurance
`/)0 Contributing to dental
insurance costs
°A. Receiving no dental
insurance

Technicians
Today's technician is 36, makes
$26,500 (up from $24,000 last year) and
most are industry veterans with more
than 10 years of experience. However,
this year's survey shows a large number who have held their positions for
just one to three years, perhaps suggesting anew crop of techs entering the
industry. In fact, the survey showed
that more than 40 percent of the
systems represented hired a new tech
in the last 12 months.
Compared with past surveys, the
techs wrote surprisingly few comments
about their jobs. However, one who said

1111

$33,373
$31,673
5`)/0
t h, 12
27%
70%
$55.52
25%
39%
36%

Source: CableFile Research/CED

Figure 5
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Where's your
career headed?

onnel Profile
West
Avg salary-'91
Avg salary-'90
Percentage increase
Avg # persons supervised
% Receiving fully paid
medical insurance
% Contributing to medical
insurance costs
Monthly cost for medical
insurance
`)/0 Receiving fully paid
dental insurance
% Contributing to dental
insurance costs
% Receiving no dental
insurance

$35,719
$32,275
11%
12.7
41%
53%
$65.10
24%
44%

3204

Source: CableFile Research/CED
Figure 6

he expects to leave the industry said
he was "getting burned out" because
his salary ($17,000) is way below
average. However, because the job
market is "tough, they have you over
abarrel," he wrote.
Another said the industry seems to
lack a coherent set of goals for the
future. "How will CATV fare in the
future," he wondered. "If we don't take
the torch, someone will." Yet another
had problems communicating with his
management. "It is woefully deficient,
considering we're in the communications industry."
Problems controllable
Although the industry seems fraught

with internal problems and issues,
most people surveyed are veteran members of the industry who wish to
remain. They're at least mildly satisfied with their income and benefits, but
see competition and regulation looming as potential threats. However, most
believe CATV's biggest problems are
controllable (training, customer service, rates and image).
"There are more alternatives to
cable being developed and it is unclear
where our strongest competition will
come from," wrote a 31-year-old engineer from 'Nam. "These uncertainties
make me apprehensive, but I have
great faith in ourselves to excel." •
—R oger Brown

TM

Lightweight •Transferable •Durable •Organized

Versatile Truck Bed Systems

800-424-LIDS
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Why is that the careers of so many
technicians, engineers and plant personnel hit the wall and sometimes
sideline the person right out of the
industry? This is an emerging, frightful trend for many in engineering and
plant operations.
There was atime when the industry
was growing so rapidly that management couldn't staff their systems with
well-qualified technicians and engineers. I've heard many candidates say,
"I learned from the school of hard
knocks." Unfortunately, this just isn't
good enough today.
Hiring officials today are far more
demanding than ever—and they scrutinize resumes closely. They are looking
for people who stay abreast of current
technology, are pursuing an electronics
degree, completing the SCTE BCT/E
courses, etc. As the industry has matured, competition is everywhere.
Whereas every rung of the career
ladder used to be wide open, now there
is someone occupying every rung.
I've seen the careers of good people
with strong work ethics limited because they've been too busy to keep up
with the industry trade journals or
pursue an education. Consolidation of
operators has eliminated positions or
made certain jobs redundant. Those
who have had adifficult time staying
in the industry are usually those who
haven't been committed to furthering
their education or taken aproactive
role in the industry. Often, they are
resigned to positions with limited upward mobility.
Isuggest we all take aserious, hard
look into the future of cable television
and make sure we maintain aposition
of strength in this industry—and our
careers.
—Scott Warren
Scott Warren is apartner and founder of Warren, Morris & Madison, Ltd.,
an executive search and management
recruiting firm specializing in cable
television and cellular telephone. He is
headquartered in Portsmouth, NH His
firm recently made adonation to the
SCTE scholarship fund. This commentary does not necessarily reflect the
views of the staff or management of
CED magazine. Reply comments are
invited.

OPTICAL
NETWORK
DESIGN
MADE
EASY.

Unmatched Network 'He'd
From headend to feeder, new-generation
Sumitomo Series II optical transmitters and
receivers make network design easier and
more cost-effective. How? By delivering
features, performance and reliability you
can't find anywhere else. Ask your Sumitomo
representative about all the possibilities.
Think All Brands Are Alike?
Just Look Under The Hood.
Optical transmitters and receivers are not
created equal. Sumitomo Electric has long
been aleading designer and manufacturer
of VSB-AM optical transmission equipment.
One result is Series II — transparently
compatible with coax cable TV systems up
to 550 MHz, and assembled with all the
advantages shown here.

QUICK-CHANGE MODULES
CUT DOWNTIME

If ever needed, you can swap out asubsystem
and put your unit back on line in seconds.
Everything's plugged or connectorized. The
pull-handles help speed removal and replacement.

Uniform Specs Save
Management Headaches
Anyone can give you best-of-the-bunch
"hero" lasers that squeeze out an extra dB
or so. But what happens when you face realworld maintenance, repair and replacement
needs? Sumitomo Electric offers asaner
approach: lasers that meet uniformly high
performance specifications in every unit
we make. Result: you get consistent high
performance, plus components that are
interchangeable throughout the network.
Which makes for low-cost spare stocking
— and makes managing the entire system
alot easier.
QUICK SETUP & TOP PERFORMANCE
WITHOUT TEST EQUIPMENT

All it takes is asingle set-screw adjustment. It's
simple, because lights indicate when depth of
modulation is optimized for both C/N and CTB
— your quick reference to link performance.
Walk into the headend, and lighted display shows
instantly if all links are performing at optimum.

Fiber Backbone

Conventional fiber backbone reduces active
cascades as compared with coaxial trunk
system. This improves picture quality and
service reliability while extending system
range. Sumitomo full bandwidth transmission and plug-in filters provide flexible
split-channel loading A/B switch provides
system redundancy.

.SPECIFICATIONS—SUMINET5850SERIESH
RACK UNIT
Transmitter

HEADEND

Receiver

e

FIBER NODE

>TRUNK AMP

>

II

Optical coupler, and economical Sumitomo
receiver serving as asecondary node,
provide unprecedented network design
freedom. Fiber-to-feeder architecture
further reduces active cascades and
reduces maintenance by eliminating
RF trunk amplifiers.

HEADEND o OPTICAL FIBER

Receiver
Forward

Transmitter
Return

OPTICAL COUPLER

FIBER NODE

>

DISTRIBUTOR AMP

>

LINE EXTENDER

Receiver
Return

IN
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength L310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (5m)

FIBER NODE
LINE EXTENDER

58
57
56

COAX RF

OPTICAL

IN
Bandwidth .. 50-550 MHz
Level
30 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss . 14 dB Min
Connector . Standard 5/
8x24

OUT
Source ....DFB-LD
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Isolator ... .Yes
Avg Power .4mW
Out ut. ... " il (2 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
30 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard 5/
8x24

IN
Detector. .. PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

IN
5-30 MHz
25±5 dBmV
75 ohms
14 dB Min
Standard 5/s x24

OUT
Source ....DFB-LD or FP
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Isolator ....Yes
Avg Power .4mW
Output. ...Pigtail (2 m)

OUT
Bandwidth
.5-30 MHz
Level
25±5 dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector . Standard / x24

IN
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength 1310 nm
Performance SEE GRAPH
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

Bandwidth ..
Level
Impedence ..
Return Loss
Connector ..

55
54
52
51
50
49
48

-65 dB Composite Triple Beat
-60 dB 2nd Order Products
-65 dB Cross Modulation Products

U

mummlummumum
mnumma.:.ummumm
Imm:numm.clumm
iminunummamm
mhzigholumb;numm
nommwenummm

C/N
(dB)
5.5

65

7.5

85

9.3

10.5

11.3

Optical Loss (dB)

O

Sumitomo strand-mount optical repeater
and secondary-node receiver eliminate
need for trunk and distribution amplifiers.
Resulting fiber-to-line-extender architecture
minimizes active devices between headend
and subscriber. Advanced design also
minimizes maintenance, and allows
expansion without backbone redesign
or rework.

NOTE: Strand Housing accommodations: Up to 4receivers, one transmitter (Forward or Return) and two receivers or two transmitters, an A/B switch plus status monitoring. Also, it can be
configured as arepeater with one receiver and transmitter.
SECONDARY NODE
Receiver
Forward
(FILE)

OUT
Bandwidth .. 50-550 MHz
Level
46/43 dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss . 14 dB Min
Connector .. Standard / x24

IN
Detector ...PIN-PD
Wavelength. 1310 nm
Performance St.h. GRAPH*
Input
Pigtail (2 m)

5 8

OPTICAL FIBER

GENERAL

RACK UNIT

STRAND UNIT

Power

110/ 220 VAC 50/ 60 Hz
30 W/RCVR6OW/XMTR
0° Cto 40° C
Max 85% RH
EIA 19" Rack Mount
39/io" High (2 RU)
25 lbs Max
—

30/60 VAC 50/60 Hz
30 W/RCVR6OW/XMTR
—20° Cto 50° C
Max 100% RH
18 3
/"Lx 8" H x7" D
4

OPTICAL REPEATER

•

Single Transmitter/Receiver
Design Performance vs. Attenuation

5 8

Fiber To The Line Extender

>

OUT
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
30 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss
14 dB Min
Connector .. F-Female

53

Fiber To The Feeder

ill

OUT
Source .. ..DFB-LD
Wavelength. L310 nm
Isolator. ... Yes
Avg Power .4mW
Output ....Pigtail (5 m)

SI RAND UNIT
Transmitter
Forward

HEADEND

OPTICAL

IN
Bandwidth
50-550 MHz
Level
25 ±5dBmV
Impedence .. 75 ohms
Return Loss . 14 dB Min
Connector .. F-Female

NOTE: Rack Mount Chassis Accommodates Two Units — Either
Transmitters or Receivers or one of each.

LINE EXTENDER

•
•

COAX RF

VSB-AM Optical
Transmitters
And Receivers

Operating Temperature
Operating Humidity
Dimensions
Weight
Splice Ctr

25 lbs Max
3Tray (12 Fibers)

Specifications are subject to change without notice

• SUMITOMO ELECTRIC
Fiber Optics Corp.

YOUR LIGHT SUPPORT SYSTEM

78 Alexander Drive Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
(800)358-7378 or (919) 541-8100 Fax (919) 541-8297
Member of the Sumitomo Electric Industries, lid. Group

Build Better Networks.
Expand OnThe Strand.
LASER ISOLATOR BOOSTS
PERFORMANCE, STABILITY
ECONOMICAL RECEIVER OPENS DOOR
TO "FIBER TO FEEDER" ARCHITECTURE

Not everyone's optical transmitter has an
isolator; areflection-cancelling device
which helps optimize laser performance.

Fiber in, RF out. Use this cost-effective
unit as asecondary node outputting
48 dBmV directly to feeder lines. "Fiber
to feeder" eliminates trunk amplifiers,
dramatically reducing active cascades.
The result: better picture quality, reduced
intenance and improved service to
ubscribers. Status monitoring available.

MODULAR RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER
OFFERS DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

TOUGH STEEL COVERS PROTECT
EVEN THE SUBSYSTEMS

Our philosophy: everything matters. Such as
steel housings for added rack-unit durability. The
aemblies have acarefully finished look about
them, inside and out. It reflects good workmanship:
the care and thought we put into every detail.

BRIDGER AMP

OPTICAL RECEIVER
(50-550 MHz)

30/60 VAC
POWER SUPPLY

SPLICE TRAY

OPTICAL RECEIVER
(50-550 MHz)

PLUG-IN FILTER

DFB LASER TRANSMITTER
(50-550 MHz OR 5-30 MHz)
A/B SWITCH

Gain new freedom for today's design and
tomorrow's expansion. Unit offers fiberin, fiber-out, and local RF drops. Unit can
be used with conventional fiber backbone
as amini-headend in "fiber to feeder"
rchitectures, or repeated extended reach
to remote hubs.

SURFACE-MOUNT ELECTRONICS
ADD NETWORK RELIABILITY

EXTERNAL
TEST PORTS

Look for neat, orderly packaging: no jumpers, no
jury-rigs, no confusion. Our advanced surfacemount electronics, all on one board, are measurably more reliable than conventional wiring and
mounting All of which minimizes downtime,
simplifies network management.
LED'S SHOW LASER POWER
AT A GLANCE

Time is money. Don't waste it monitoring laser
power. Indicator lights automatically show
optimum laser power output — your quick
reference to laser performance.

Reader Service No. 110

3 TRAY
SPLICE TRAY
CENTER
30/60 VAC
POWER SUPPLY
MODULAR ACCOMMODATION:
4 RECEIVERS, 2 TRANSMITTERS
OR 2 RECEIVERS AND 1 TRANSMITTER

SlATUS MONITORING
(3 TYPES)

Organizing for outages
Part II
it is a relatively
small increment te
have one or more
techs actually working on the system
doing "no pix" calls
or other chores on
Sundays, especially
during peak viewing.

Editor's Note:
This is the second
of atwo-part article
on system outage
management. Last
month, Mr. Ehman's article discussed procedures a
cable system can institute to help it cope
with unplanned outages. This month's
installment concludes with tips on
staffing, procedures,
goals and reviews.

•

1

Minimum
downtime

C

able systems
should make
every
effort to extend (human) coverage over
the maximum number of daily hours
and the maximum
number of days per
week in order to be
prepared for an outage.
This includes the
necessary dispatch
backup. If records
are kept for a couple of weeks, achart
can be developed
such as that shown
in Figure 1. These
are real numbers
from a real system
which had extended
dispatch hours and
160,000 subscribers. The demand
peaks are clearly
discernable and easily dealt with by
controlling shift times and perhaps
using temporary help.
Having one or more technicians on
duty, in the plant, and fully equipped
restore an outage is vastly superior to
the procedure of calling someone out
from their home with all the attendant
delays.
In medium to large systems, this can
be done with innovative shift staggering. Many systems bring technical and

service staff on too early to decently
call on homes and could better use the
time toward the end of the day.
One system gets extended coverage
and a six-day week without overtime
by having a'ffiesday to Saturday shift
as well as the Monday to Friday shift.
There is also an "early" shift and a
"late" shift. Hours and schedules are
arranged so that every third week each
individual finds himself with a fourday weekend.
On larger systems when you conBy Roy Ehman,Director ofEngineering, sider the standby pay, plus the minimum for acall-out, plus hours worked,
Jones Intercable

lbgether with extended hours for the
office/dispatch and
service techs, spares
plus training is the
most important single factor in keeping the duration of
outages down. This
key philosophy can
be stated as follows.
"Every
service/
line tech must be
equipped
and
trained so that,
even if he was the
only person on the
system, he could restore any outage
whatsoever in a
minimum of time
with no recourse to
outside help or supplies."
This seems a little trite and obvious, but consider
the question of
spares. Not only
must each and
every service/line tech have at least one
of every module and passive used in the
system, but he must also have adequate supplies of RG11 or similar with
adapter connectors that will match
each and every fitting that has ever
been installed in that system.
With regard to fiber outages, here
again advance planning is essential. If
it is to be done by third parties the
contract should be in place and operational. A test call-out for response time
may even be in order.
If fiber repairs are to be done inhouse, consideration should be given
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to afully equipped system or regional
trailer that can be quickly picked up
and taken to the trouble spot by one or
more vehicles with matching towing
equipment. The trailer should provide
adequate shelter and working environment for the fiber splicing task and
personnel procedures and splicing skills
should be rehearsed twice ayear.
Customers must be provided with
something to watch as quickly as
possible, even if the quality is degraded. Otherwise they will start switching to antennas and VCRs and probably cause anumber of service calls.
A full complement of modules is
expensive and must be budgeted into
the cost of fully equipping a truck. It
helps to set up a paperless method of
module exchange whereby techs exchange a bad or burned module for a
good one, leaving any paperwork to the
warehouse. Keeping the trucks up to
snuff requires frequent checks. It can
be really disheartening to hear someone on the radio "broadcasting" an
appeal for a good module or a certain
connector because he did not refresh
his truck stock in atimely manner.
A must in conducting an outage is
to have trunk tree and powering maps
available in the trucks and at the
operating position. The maps in the
truck should be of a size that is
manageable in the space available.
200:1 map sections broken down into
11 x 17 pages with hard covers in
binders is most appropriate. Microfiche
has also been used for this purpose.
The post modem
We have talked about having aplan
and having equipment and training
adequate to restore any outage
singlehandedly. Now we need to set a
goal. Every cable system should set a
goal or target for the maximum individual outage down time. Then we
know what we are striving for, and
when that goal is exceeded we need to
have a post mortem/outage review as
soon as possible after the outage while
everyone's memory is still fresh.
The idea is not to castigate the
personnel that were involved in the
outage but rather to analyze the situation to see if any possibilities exist to
improve the performance, or maybe to
rewrite or fine tune the plan. Another
purpose of the post mortem (PM) is to
focus on outages which appear to occur
for the same causes, in the same areas,
or both. Jones Intercable has adopted
agoal of one hour.
This is atough goal and is frequently

unattainable for good reason. But if
you don't have a tough goal, you will
not be striving for improvement and
you will not be conducting enough PMs
to see how your procedures could be
improved.
The best and only way to ensure
constant improvements in outage downtimes is to faithfully hold the post
mortems. For example, if an outage
review finds that the tech(s) took 45
minutes to cross from one end of town
to the other at 5p.m., it highlights the
consideration of having zoned technicians working each quadrant of the
system to reduce transit time (if the
number of personnel permits).
Another example might be that the
tech got to the scene in good time and
could not localize the problem. This
would indicate apossible need of more
training on outage localization using
the system mock-up board. Or perhaps
the CSRs/dispatchers did not recognize
that there was an outage for a while
or the radio went out with the power.
The remedies soon become obvious and
should be embodied in afine tune of the
plan.
Under "miscellaneous" falls the old
problem of self-induced outages. That
means taking equipment down during
normal viewing hours and even short
breaks, like changing equalizers. A
practice which must stop is switching
modulators off in the headend one at a
time to localize abeat or other problem.
This kind of work and other changeouts
must be done in the wee hours of the
morning.
If it is absolutely necessary to take
down plant during normal viewing
hours, then we owe our customers the

courtesy of advising them in advance
that there will be breaks in service on
certain dates for the purpose of increasing the system's quality and reliability.
Here is one last organizational suggestion. 'fry to establish excellent relations with the local power company.
This has been known to do wonders for
some systems. Not only will you get
more timely advice of impending
changes but you may even be able to
reduce the number and duration of
outages by having them connect your
standby power supplies to the "good"
phase. In many cases aphase will have
a disruptive load and your supply can
be transferred to the other phase.
Have you ever noticed some street
lights still on during a power outage?
This would be amajor breakthrough if
you could get your supply wired to that
circuit, assuming of course that the
power is continuous and the lights
photo-cell controlled!
In summary, to organize for reduced
outage durations, we need:
• Extended hours for dispatch and
field staff,
• A technically competent dispatcher,
• Written outage control and reduction procedures,
• Every service/line tech equipped
and trained to handle any outage
singlehandedly,
• A maximum outage duration goal,
• And an outage review (post
mortem) to look for improved methods
to fine-tune the written procedures.
Remember, as I mentioned last
month, Webster defines stoicism as
"uncomplaining endurance." There is
certainly no room for that when it
comes to outages! •
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Lectro
Introduces the

DUAL OUTPUT
CABLE TV /TELEPHONE
POWER SUPPLY

DUO-MAX
•Full on Line 48 VDC at 8.5 Amps
for Telephone Systems
•Ferroresonant Regulating Power
Supply 60 VAC at 12 Amps for
CATV Systems
•200 to 250 VAC 50 Hz and 48 VDC
Battery Inputs

Lectro has served the changing
needs of the international cable
community for over twenty years,
offering high quality, innovative
power supply technology. Now
Lectro compliments this wide
range of European Power Supplies
with DUO-MAX - specifically
designed

•Rack Mounted

to

power

Dual

Cable/Telephone Switch Nodes
•Over Voltage Protected

and Non-Switch Nodes

Lectro

li7

WEDGE
INTERNATIO\IAL, LTD.
AN INTEGRAL COMPANY

Lectro Products, Inc./420 Athena Drive

Pilgrim's Well /429 London Road

Athens, Georgia 30601 USA

Camberley, Surrey GU 15 3HZ

Tel:(404)543-1904/Fax:(404)548-5493

Tel:0276 691305/Fax:0276 692198
Circle Reader Service No. 24

ADVERTISEMENT

POWERING CALLBOOK
The following companies have paid
a fee to have their listing appear in the
Powering Callbook.

Standby Power Supplies

and operating costs to aminimum. All
products available in 3-6-9-12 and 15 amps.

POWER

POWER
TECHNOLOGIESINC

TECHNOLOGIESINC

ALPHA

ir

TECHNOLOGIES

Alpha Technologies ....(206) 647-2360
FAX
(206) 671-4936
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
PERSONNEL: Bob Bridge, Sales Manager;
Larry Roper, Product Manager
DESCRIPTION: Alpha offers the wellknown AP Series Standby Systems, and the
newer "XP" Series. The XP, acompact
modular system, offers universal status
monitor, hand-held data logger, and self-test
capability. The new `FiberUPS', with AC
or DC outputs for fiber applications, and
modular non-standby models (4 Amps to 18
Amps) are also featured.

Power Technologies, Inc. .(206) 435-9530
FAX
(206) 435-6078
18931 59th Ave. NE
Arlington, WA 98223
PERSONNEL: Werner Krajicek, President;
Lois Gilbert, Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: Our product lines include
all CATV related power supplies,
uninterruptable power supply, and custom
power products for the domestic and
international markets. PTI is amedium
sized company which allows us the highest
degree of attention to be given to all
customers and products.

rt POWER GUARD
ALPHA

TECHNOLOGIES

Alpha Technologies ....(206) 647-2360
FAX
(206) 671-4936
3767 Alpha Way
Bellingham, WA 98226
PERSONNEL: Bob Bridge, Sales Manager;
Larry Roper, Product Manager
DESCRIPTION: Alpha's UPS products for
headend back-up, office computer protection,
and support of telephony and communications
systems offer continuous line conditioning,
sine-wave outputs and uninterrupted transfer
to battery back-up in the event of outages.
Output ratings from 600 VA through 15KVA
are featured, with awide range of battery
packs for flexible back-up times.

r

ZPOWER GUARD
Power Guard
(800) 288-1507
FAX
(205) 742-0058
506 Walker St.
P.O. Box 2796
Opelika, AL 36801
PERSONNEL: Curt B. Cope, C.E.O.; Mike
Springer, VP Sales
DESCRIPTION: Power supplies engineered
for the technology demands of tomorrow,
foreign or domestic, including the Power
Cast' non-standby and the new Small
Simple Standby". Simple, reliable, and
highly efficient, this high quality, no nonsense
standby will keep your initial investment

Batteries

UPS

Lectro
Lectro Products, Inc. ....(404) 543-1904
FAX
(404) 548-5493
420 Athena Dr.
Athens, GA 30601
PERSONNEL: Mike Kearns, National Sales
Manager; Arlene Adams, Customer Service
Manager
DESCRIPTION: Lectro manufactures a
complete line of single ferro and dual
redundant standby power systems and afull
range of ferroresonant power supplies with
outputs of 2to 18 amps. A wide range of
high quality products for the U.S.A. and
international markets is available including
dual output for CATV and telephone system
powering.

Power Technologies, Inc. .(206) 435-9530
FAX
(206) 435-6078
18931 59th Ave. NE
Arlington, WA 98223
PERSONNEL: Werner Krajicek, President;
Lois Gilbert, Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: Our product lines include
all CATV related power supplies,
uninterruptible power supply, and custom
power products for the domestic and
international markets. PTI is amedium
sized company which allows us the highest
degree of attention to be given to all
customers and products.

jr

Battery Chargers/Eliminators
power conversion products inc.

Lectro

Lectro Products, Inc.. .. (404) 543-1904
FAX
(404) 548-5493
420 Athena Dr.
Athens, GA 30601
PERSONNEL: Timothy D. Cutler, Marketing
Manager/Power Protection Equipment;
Michael R. Filkins, President
DESCRIPTION: Lectro manufactures abroad
line of uninterruptible power systems, line
conditioning products, and status monitoring
equipment designed for operation in interior,
exterior or factory environments. A full
range of input voltages for international and
domestic applications is available with
standard or customized standby times.
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Power Guard
(800) 288-1507
FAX
(205) 742-0058
506 Walker St.
P.O. Box 2796
Opelika, AL 36801
PERSONNEL: Curt B. Cope, C.E.O.; Mike
Springer, VP Sales
DESCRIPTION: Excellent pricing on all
popular brands of standby power supply
batteries. Call us for quotes on Dynasty
gel/cells" from Johnson Controls, Cable
Sentrys in 80, 90, and 100 amp hours from
Power Battery Company also CATV batteries
from Excide GNB Incorporated, and Delco
Remy.

looly Iwo east sheet pu oo. 390
ctymal Uku ,Ipmps 000 wl
phone 819/459 9100 ow. 910/634.3396
In. 9151409-9118

Power Conversion
(815) 459-9100
Products Inc.
FAX
(815) 459-9118
42 East St.
P.O. Box 380
Crystal Lake, IL 60014
PERSONNEL: Chris E Seyer, Executive
Vice President
DESCRIPTION: Power Conversion Products
Inc. is aworldwide manufacturer of awide
range of power conversion equipment and
systems for the telecommunications market.
They provide modular switchmode rectifiers,
battery chargers/eliminators, DC to DC
converters, converter plants, ringing
generators, DC power systems, AC power
systems, DC to AC static inverters, load
banks, and custom power supplies.

POWERING CALLBOOK

CD PIONEER

Lightning Equipment

The Art of Entertainment

.M...POWER GUARD
Power Guard
(800) 288-1507
FAX
(205) 742-0058
506 Walker St.
P.O. Box 2796
Opelika, AL 36801
PERSONNEL: Curt B. Cope, C.E.O.; Mike
Springer, VP Sales
DESCRIPTION: Power Guard manufactures
afull range of surge protection equipment
including the Power Clamp" series of
electronic crowbars for improved system
reliability in areas prone to power surges
or lightning strikes. Retro-fit kits are
available for all major brands of power
inserters, splitters, couplers, power supplies
and amplifiers.

Suppliers/Reps

W

MICROL--e

MicroSat
(404) 971-1021
WATS in GA
(800) 334-1558
FAX
(404) 977-7128
1519 Johnson Ferry Rd., Ste. 250
Marietta, GA 30062
PERSONNEL: Butch Roberson, Sales
Engineer; Ibny Garcia, Sales Engineer
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer
representative for acomplete line of Alpha
standby and non-standby power supplies for
CATV, broadband and local area networks
in the Southeast.

—
Communications
R. Alan Comm., Inc. ....(317) 849-7572
WATS
(800) 367-1450
FAX
(317) 849-8317
8120 Knue Rd.
Suite 106
Indianapolis, IN 46250
PERSONNEL: Scott Widaman, Sales
Manager; Brenda Gentry, District Sales
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturers
representative for: Alpha standby, nonstandby, and UPS power supplies, Standard
Communications, satellite receivers,
modulators, IRDs and stereo encoders, Catel
headend and fiber optics equipment,
Panasonic converters, Channelmatic
commercial insertion and compiler
equipment, FM Systems test equipment,
Cadco headend equipment, VDS character
generators and Superior Electronics.

Pioneer has
fine-tuned its
entertainment
equipment to an
art.
Like its many
consumer products,
Pioneer's cable television addressable
converter products are
designed and manufactured with the same standard of quality andthe same

dedication
to user satisfaction. To
you and your
subscribers,
that means
reliability, consumerfriendliness and quality
you can count
on—because your
business demands
performance.

60(lEast Crescent Ave. •Upper
Saddle River,
, NJl07458 •(201)327-6400
Outside New Jersey (800)421-6450
Copyright 1991
Circle Reader Service No. 25
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The impact of digital
compression on system rebuilds

D

igital video compression technology has recently become the
hottest topic in the CATV industry. The reasons for this are its promises of robust transmission capabilities
and efficient bandwidth utilization, in
combination with its projected nearterm availability (only two to three
years away).
Of obvious concern to system operators is how to best incorporate this
technology into upcoming distribution
plant bandwidth expansion/quality im-

provement program planning. Digital
compression for cable transmission alters the traditional relationships between RF bandwidth, channel capacity
and picture quality.
Future channel capacity requirements
Recent marketing/programming experiments indicate a potential explosion in the number of channels that
will be required to support future
CATV services. HBO and Cinemax
have announced "multiplex" trials,
where HBO will become a threechannel service and Cinemax a twochannel service. The announced intent
of this plan is to reduce customer
disconnects industrywide by 10 percent
and generate an estimated $200 million of additional profit for operators.
has selected vendors to expand the
bandwidth in its Queens, N.Y. system
to 1 GHz. The primary thrust of this
program is to determine demand for
multiple channel pay-per-view and near
video on demand.
TCI, AT&T and US West have

announced joint testing in the Denver
suburbs, where they also are attempting to establish ademand scenario for
video on demand and multiple channel
pay-per-view. To do this testing, TCI
will be installing atotally new, second
coaxial cable plant to serve the test
area.

Each program indicates a potentially significant increase in channel

opportunities created by more effective
transponder utilization.
In a few years, digital compression
will be aviable option for cable system
transmission, significantly altering the
bandwidth channel capacity equation.
The operator is now faced with the
difficult task of planning and executing
his system rebuild or upgrade in this
new environment. lb determine the
best approach for a particular system,
it is important to understand how the
use of digital transmission affects dis-

requirements for pay services, pay-perview services and the potential for near
video on demand.
Other factors defined to weigh heavily on digital compression include high
definition television and narrowcasting

tribution plant design.
There are two important ways in
which digital compression and transmission affect the distribution plant.
The most obvious is that compression
offers the promise of carrying two,

Impact on system design

Standard Push-Pull Hybrid
44 dBmV Flat -77 Channels
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By David Grubb III, Manager, Advanced
Engineering, Jerrold Communications
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three or even five NTSC video programs in one 6-MHz channel. The
second factor is that the distribution
plant design can be optimized to take
advantage of the inherent ruggedness
of the digital signal, resulting in significant cost savings. 1•
2
The first question one might ask is,
"Why not transmit all my signals
digitally?" This is certainly an option,
particularly for those few operators
who currently scramble all the channels on their system. However, most
operators carry basic services in the
clear to avoid the consumer problems
associated with cable-ready sets and
basic subscribers.
The consumer interface issues will
not change with digital compression
technology, and the cost per converter
is estimated to increase significantly.

Worst case CTB for AM channels
life turns out to be
an important factor
450/550 MHz split
in determining the
push-pull cascade hybrid
system cost. AM caTilt
All AM
AM/Dig
Improvement
pacity is defined as
the total number of
o
—58.5
—62.5
4.0
VSB/AM channels,
6
—63.5
—68.5
5.0
10
—65.9
—71.7
5.8
including scrambled
AM channels, that
118ble 1
the system must be
able to deliver with the desired level
same quality as is available at the
of performance.
headend.
The impact of digital signals on
The noise threshold for a typical
distribution plant performance stems
digital system (16 QAM) is about 25
from the fact that the picture quality
dB. This is a dramatically lower reof the digital channel is not affected
quirement than for a VSB/AM video
by system noise and distortion, as long transmission, which requires acarrieras the carrier-to-noise ratio remains
to-noise ratio of roughly 52 dB to be
above the system threshold. The preperceived as noise free or 48 dB to be
cise threshold for a particular digital
perceived as "not objectionable."3
system depends on the channel characBecause of the low C/N requirements

This would seem to mandate that a
prudent approach would be to carry a
mix of AM and digital signals over the
distribution plant.
How much AM capacity a hybrid
AM/digital system will need over its

teristics and the modulation format
and error correction system chosen.
Since the carrier-to-noise plus distortion ratio exceeds threshold, the digital
data is recovered accurately and the
subscriber receives a picture with the

Standard Push-Pull Hybrid
44 dBmV below 450 MHz, 34 dBmV above 45
-50
55

of the digital signals, they can be
transmitted through the cable system
at lower levels than the accompanying
VSB/AM signals. This reduced loading
results in improved amplifier performance for the AM channels. By taking
advantage of this improved performance, it is possible to reduce the plant
cost, compared to a traditional system
with the same RF bandwidth carrying
all VSB/AM channels.
Amplifier performance
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To determine how CATV amplifiers
will perform when loaded with a mix
of AM and digital signals, we employed
both computer simulation and lab measurements, using conventional amplifier hybrids. We assumed that the
digital signals would be carried at a
level 10 dB lower than the accompanying AM signals. This choice of level
provides most of the performance improvement that can be obtained for the
AM channels, while maintaining afair
amount of headroom for the digital
signals.
The data presented here assumes a
550 MHz system, loaded to 450 MHz
with AM signals (60 channels) and
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Bandwidth
(MHz)
Existing system
Approach A (All AM)
Approach B(Hybrid)

330
550
550

Channel Capacity
AM
Digital
Total

o
o

42
77
60

51

42
77
111

Performance
C/N
CTB
45
47
47

-51
-53
-53

Note: assuming 3channels per 6MHz for the digital system
Table 2

loaded with digital signals between
450 MHz and 550 MHz (17 channels;
34 to 85 video programs depending on
the amount of compression).

To obtain abaseline for our measurements and computer simulation, we
measured the distortion performance
of a typical amplifier hybrid with 77

Power &Telephone
brings you
Reliance quality!

channels at 44 dBmV, with flat output.
This data is shown in Figure 1.
We fit acurve to the measured data
to characterize the amplifier performance over frequency for the computer
simulation. Figure 2 shows the amplifier performance when loaded with the
AM channels at 44 dBmV out and the
digital channels at 35 dBmV out. The
graph shows that there is good correlation between the predicted and actual
performance.
Figures 1 and 2 also show that the
worst case CTB for an AM channel
improves by 4 dB, with hybrid AM/
digital loading under flat output conditions. Table 1summarizes the performance improvement with 6 dB and 10
dB of operational tilt.
In designing acable system to carry
a mix of AM and digital signals, it is
possible to take advantage of the
distortion improvement factor by raising feeder levels, thereby feeding more
homes from each active device. This
lowers the number of actives per mile
and, therefore, lowers system cost.
Upgrade scenarios

Call any one of our regional offices
for fast delivery of the unique and rugged
Access 360 line of CATV pedestals from
Reliance Comm/Tec. They are preassembled for quick installation and are
available in steel or PVC
Power &Telephone
models for 25 years of
Supply
Company
steady service. The lift-off

2701 Union Extended, Suite 300

cover provides afull 360
Memphis, TN 38112-4417
901/324-6116 FAX 901/320-3082
degrees of access to the
1-800-238-7514
enclosed equipment.
Other features include apractical rectangular design, multiple locking options
for security and versatility, and flowthrough louvers for improved ventilation.
Circle Reader Service No. 26
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In arecent study, the cost of upgrading an existing 330 MHz system to 550
MHz was evaluated for both the hybrid
AM/digital and a traditional all-AM
scenario. The existing system had a
maximum 25-amp cascade and used
P3-0.750 trunk and P3-0.500 feeder.
Table 2 outlines the channel capacity
of the existing system and of the two
alternatives.
Table 3outlines the costs associated
with the two upgrade options. The
existing cable was used in both designs.
Both upgrades used a 15-amplifier
headend trunk cascade, with fiber
backbones serving the remaining
trunks. The system, optimized for hybrid operation, saved $350/mile in
equipment and $650/mile overall, when
installation was included.
Note that there is no reason that
system A could not used to transmit
digital signals to provide the same
capacity as system B.
In fact, if system A is operated this
way, there will be roughly a 5 dB
improvement in distortion performance. This could be traded off for higher
operating levels with a resulting system performance of C/N =49 dB and
CTB = —54 dB.
Note also that the hybrid approach
provides the same total channel capacity as an all-AM, 750-MHz system.
This is quite dramatic because it would
take a complete rebuild to take the

system to a750 MHz capacity. The cost
of this would be on the order of $12,000
per mile.
We can see from this data that for a
given RF bandwidth, the system upgrade cost is strongly influenced by the
desired AM channel capacity. This says
that an important part of the rebuild
or upgrade planning process is an
assessment of future AM channel requirements.
Rebuild

References

Upgrade cost per mile
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tems," NCTA 1991
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CATV," Communications Technology,
May 1991, pp.26-44.
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In asystem rebuild, when one is not
constrained by the existing system
design, the designer has considerably
more flexibility. The conclusion that
one should design for atarget number
of AM channels with additional bandwidth still applies. There are some
variations possible, depending on the
operator's needs.
For example, if long-term plans call
for 77 channels of AM capacity, then
an operator may want to build a 550
MHz system, but space the design for
ahigher bandwidth, possibly 750 MHz.
This allows for a drop-in module upgrade to 550/750 AM/digital operation
in the future, with a total capacity of
176 channels; 77 AM and 99 digital (at
three per 6 MHz). Note that this is
roughly equivalent to a 1.2 GHz AM
system.
It turns out that in FTF designs, the
cost of "short spacing" the amplifiers
is not large. In our internal studies,
we have found that the premium is
roughly $100 to $200 per mile at
densities of 100 homes per mile. The
premium is small because in feeder
networks agreat percentage of the line
extenders are not operating at full
gain.

Equipment

Installation

Total

$2 720

$1,680

$4,400

$2,370

$1,390

$3,760

Table 3

ment of cable impairments on picture
quality—a preliminary report," National Cable Television Association
1991 Technical Papers, pp.92-94.
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Don't Look At Our Price
Sure you can get afully equipped Telsta A-28 for only
$27,995.00* complete. But that shouldn't be your only
reason for buying aTelsta.
After all, Telsta built its reputation on outstanding
quality ...that's why more Telsta's are on the road
today than any other aerial lift. Quality you can see,
and quality you can't see. Like sealed permanently
lubricated roller bearings, baked on paint that
,
goes on before assembly so there are no hidden
:, spots to rust out and plating instead of painting
\4
\
IA on high wear surfaces.
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••
Its the little quality touches that add up to lower
• operating cost, long-time productivity and a
lb ,
•\ unit that still looks good in your fleet after
•,
\years of service.
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Call us and we'll show you how little it takes
to move into Telsta quality.

Conclusion
Digital video compression will play
a role in the projected explosion of
channel capacity requirements. Lower
transponder overhead costs will make
available more basic channels, while
premium services will be handled more
frequency-efficiently.
'lb meet these needs, hybrid (VSB/
AM and digital) systems, offering 111channel capacity, can be made available through upgrades to existing cable
plants by using present day fiber/RF
550 MHz products.
In addition, 150-channel systems
can be economically constructed with
near-term available, 750 MHz products, at only aslight cost premium over
550 MHz systems. •
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TELSTA
A LIFT
ABOVE THE REST
General Cable Company
P.O. Box 666. 5600 West 88th Ave
Westminster. Colorado 80030
Phone: 303/427-3700
Facilities in: Westminster, CO
Hayward, CA
Pomono, CA
Frederick, MD
Lithonia, GA
Ft Wayne. IN
A Unit of Penn Central Industries

*Prices slightly higher in California. Prices good for I
991 chassis only. All prices FOB Telsta plant excluding taxes and regi>trat ion.
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Making in-home wiring work
Efforts underway to standardize practices

W

hen the guys at Scripps Howard's Chattanooga system went
around measuring signal leakage last year, they ran head-on into a
signal so strong it was "lighting up
the neighborhood" recalls Mark Haley,
an engineer working at the system. The
crew's detection efforts led them to a
house in which the owner had strung
together two 20-dB pre-amps in series
in order to provide a better picture to
his television. Needless to say, the
subscriber's best intentions
resulted in a major problem
for the cable company.
Although the case is an
isolated one, it exposes a
nagging problem cable operators have had to contend with
for some time—in-home wiring performed by someone
other than themselves.

Recently, the SCTE established its own
subcommittee, which is charged with
developing aset of recommended practices. Both subcommittees are chaired
by Larry Nelson of Comm/Scope.
Specifically, the SCTE subcommittee is looking at suggesting minimum
cable shielding requirements, and isolation figures for passives; it will also
examine cable sizes, connector types
and in-home amplifiers and their relationship to providing quality video to

sumer electronics manufacturers and
consumers themselves, says Nelson.
For example, consumers who buy new
homes and pay to have them pre-wired
for cable-TV are often wasting their
money because contractors have been
known to use sub-standard hardware
that the cable operator refuses to
connect to.
CableLabs involvement

In addition to the work the
NCTA and SCTE is doing,
CableLabs has focused its efforts on the subject as well.
Scott Bachman, director of
technical operations projects
at the Labs, says CableLabs
will support the work cited
above, perform some additional work and create atask
force with NCTA and SCTE
The new weak link
participation that will undertake various projects and print
Over the last half-decade,
the documentation.
major technical advances have
Presently, in-home wiring
been made in the satellite,
is envisioned as a long-term
headend, trunk and feeder
project that could result in
portions of the cable TV netmore direct communication
work. And while some limited
with the National Homebuiladvances have been made in
ders Association (as well as
the tap-to-TV (or "subhomebuilders at the local
scriber") link, that portion of
level), joint projects with rethe system is considered by
tail outlets and perhaps the
many to be the weak link of
creation of an information
the chain.
clearinghouse. For example,
Certainly it is the most
when the telephone industry
abused. Industry statistics RF distribution diagram for Square D's Elan Advanced
was broken up in the mid
note that the vast majority of Home Network
1980s, it created BICS (Buildservice calls are related to the drop
the television.
ing Industry Consulting Services) to
system, forcing system technicians to
Ultimately, Nelson hopes to write a standardize the process of wiring and
change connectors or install an entirely document establishing a practice for
installing telephone service in commernew drop. The industry collectively
in-home wiring that includes recomcial buildings. The emphasis was on
purchases enough drop cable every
mended minimum specifications that
local participation. Bachman believes
three years to completely re-wire all
the operator can either adopt fully or the cable industry now stands where
the drops in existence. And untold
amend as it sees necessary. The intent the phone companies were in 1984—
millions of dollars are spent each year
is to distribute the specifications to
and should take asimilar step.
on F connectors, splitters and traps.
local homebuilders, contractors and
Both Bachman and Tam Jokerst, a
One trap manufacturer says he continsubcontractors so that they install
regional director of engineering for
ues to expect his sales to sag every year
wiring and connectors the operator will
Continental Cable, say the problem of
(as set-top addressability grows), yet agree to hook up to. The document
subscriber-installed wiring is a pervasales remain strong year after year.
should be ready in about ayear, Nelson
sive one that should be dealt with
Today, there is much effort being put reports.
sooner rather than later. But, predictforth to shore up the subscriber link.
ably, different operators have different
A year ago, the NCTA Engineering
Benefits all
ideas of how to deal with the problem.
Committee organized an in-home wirPerhaps the easiest way would be to
ing subcommittee to examine ways to
"The standard will help us all,"
take the approach adopted by Toleimprove the performance of the link.
from CATV equipment vendors to conCommunications Inc. Its policy is to
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IN-HOME WIRING
provide a broadband service to the
house. There are no charges for additional outlets. Therefore, the subscriber
doesn't see the need to avoid additional
fees by purchasing asplitter and indoor
amplifier of poor quality from a local
retailer and installing it himself.
Other operators, however, are not
willing to give up the additional income generated from fees for additional
outlets, remote controls and the like,
Therefore, subscribers are more likely
to visit the local electronics store, buy
the cheapest in-line amp, splitter, cable
and connectors, and do it all himself.
It is because of this dichotomy of
approaches that the in-home wiring
subcommittee work was undertaken,
If retailers and consumer equipment
manufacturers have ready access to,
and understand, a cable operator's
needs, then consumers can not only buy
better product, but can be properly
educated on how to make the best
connection possible.
"This is a tough nut to tackle"
because operators have different ideas
about what's acceptable, notes Bachman. Consequently, CableLabs will be
actively seeking comments and information on how to best proceed. He will
solicit ideas from operators who have

implemented good educational programs
or aggressively sought to create agood
relationship with local homebuilders
and then will attempt to duplicate
those efforts.
One effort already underway
In addition to the subcommittee
work, at least one private company is
making an effort to integrate video,
voice and audio services in newly built
homes. Square D, acompany that has
specialized in home electrical protection products, has introduced the Elan
Advanced Home Network. This concept
"reorganizes" the way a house has
traditionally been wired for electricity,
video, voice and audio.
The Elan video wiring system uses
dual runs of coaxial cable so CATV and
VCR signals can be routed to any room
simultaneously. Closed circuit television is an option that can also be
controlled. 'lb insure the best picture
quality, cables are home runned from
the distribution center to each receptacle.
Square D has chosen the following
familiar suppliers and equipment for
the video portion of its network:
• Comm/Scope and Belden: coaxial
cable, wall plates and connectors.

• Regal Ucluiologies: amplifiers, splitters and switches.
• Raychem Inc.: EZF and EZ Twist
connectors.
• Eagle microwave: low pass filter.
In order to be an authorized Elan
contractor, companies are required to
take five to six hours of training on
system layout, wire rough-in, coax
handling and terminating, system checkout and troubleshooting. The contracter will also be required to develop a
relationship with the local CATV cornpany, according to Square D officials.
As operators focus their efforts on
delivering high quality video to their
subscribers, it's important not to forget
about the system from the tap to the
TV (and especially the part in the
house, where most service problems
exist. Efforts to improve components
and installation practices are underway and could be exacerbated by the
FCC's pending action on technical
standards (which calls for a minimum
6 dBmV signal level at the converter
or TV).
It may take some emotional adjustment, but many believe the only way
the system will improve is through
proactive efforts. •
—Roger Brown

NEW

THE LAST PASSIVE
• 1GHz.
• 15 Amp Power Passing
• 20 dB Return Loss
• Motherboard Design For
Non Disruption Of Service
• Non Corrosive Hinged Zinc
Housing With Chromate Finish
FOR YOUR CLOSEST DISTRIBUTION CENTER

Call: 1-800-465-7046
Circle Reader Service No. 28
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IN-HOME WIRING CALLBOOK
The following companies have paid
a fee to have their listing appear in the
In-Home Wiring Callbook.

-11-FC

Drop Cable

and Smart House authorized electrical
distributors.
TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS. INC
an

Y'compony

358 Hall Ave •P0 Box 384 •Wallingford. CT 06492

BELDEN
COOPER

INDUSTRIES

Cooper Industries
(800) 235-3362
Belden Division
FAX
(317) 983-5503
P.O. Box 1980
Richmond, IN 47375
PERSONNEL: Jim Hughes, National CATV
Sales Manager; Les Hunt, CATV and
Broadcast Product Manager
DESCRIPTION: Full line manufacturer of
coaxial drop cables including RG-59, RG-6,
RG-7 and RG-11 constructions. Product
offering features messengered and nonmessengered cables, as well as flooded
burial products. Shield configurations
including Duobond II (foil/braid), Duobond
III (tri-shield), Duobond IV (quad) and
Duobond Plus designs. Belden cables conform
to NEC requirements including CATV rated
cable for in-house applications.

Comm/Scope, Inc.
THE Cable in Cable TV.

Comm/Scope Inc
(800) 928-1708
FAX
(704 328-3400
P.O. Box 1729
Hickory, N.C. 28603
PERSONNEL: Elaine Jones, Customer
Service Manager
DESCRIPTION: Comm/Scope offers afull
line of drop cables tested to 1GHz, including
two versions of corrosion-resistant drop
cables and cables that meet NEC
requirements.

Times Fiber Comm. Inc. ..(203) 265-8500
FAX
(203) 265-8422
358 Hall Ave.
Wallingford, Conn. 06492
PERSONNEL: Sanford Lyons, Director of
Sales and Marketing; Frederic Wilkenloh,
Director of Engineering
DESCRIPTION: High quality, flexible coaxial
cables (series 59, 6, 611 and 11) with high
bandwidth and low attenuation. Featuring
multiple shielding configurations with
superior transfer impedance characteristics
for excellent shielding performance.
Underwriters Laboratories listings for NEC
flame retardancy. Corrosion protection
options for underground and aerial, selfsupporting and dual constructions.

In-House Amplifiers

AUGAT

AUGAT
COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP INC.

Augat Comms. Group Inc. .(800) 327-6690
FAX
(206) 938-8850
2414 S. Andover Street
Seattle, Wash. 98106
PERSONNEL: Sherwood Hawley,
Application Engineering; Sally Kinsman,
Product Manager
DESCRIPTION: Augat's Signal Stretcher
amplifiers provides additional gain (16 dB)
for long house drops and multiple TV outlets
at specifications comparable to line extenders.
These versatile amplifiers have single or
multi-output (port) models, can serve one
or two way applications and have bandwidths
to 1GHz.

CICO

ELECTRONICS INC

COMMUNICATIONS INC.
Trilogy Comm. Inc
(800) 874-5649
FAX
(601) 939-6637
2910 Hwy 80 E
Pearl, Miss. 39208
PERSONNEL: William Kloss, National Sales
Manager; Daryl Gambrell, Sales/Service
Manager
DESCRIPTION: Full line of quality drop
cables for the CATV industry. Products
include single, tri- and quad-shields; available
with 'frilogy's corrosion inhibiting compound.
All drop cables meet current NEC
requirements.

C-Cor Electronics Inc. . 4800) 233-2267
(814) 238-2561
FAX
(814) 238-4065
60 Decibel Rd
State College, PA 16801
PERSONNEL: Ed Kopakowski, National
Sales Manager, Commercial Systems
DESCRIPTION: C-Cor has teamed up with
Smart House to offer C-Cor CHAMP, a
coaxial headend amplifier which provides
for two-way transmission of numerous
services (multichannel video, audio, voice
and data communications) for the home
automation/entertainment network of the
future. The C-Cor CHAMP is currently in
production and available for sale to MSOs
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Lindsay Specially Products .(800) 465-7046
FAX
(705) 324-5474
50 Mary St. W
Lindsay, Ontario K9V457
PERSONNEL: Brian Ward, Key Account
Manager; David Atman, Director of
Marketing
DESCRIPTION: Lindsay introduces the
indoor amplifier solutions: LDA-10 650 MHz
drop amplifier featuring UL approved,
radiation secure 10 dB gain amplifier with
a4.5 noise figure and improved distortion
characteristics. 700 Series 550 MHz
apartment amplifier featuring two-way power
doubling options with superior mechanical
features for radiation security and heat
dissipation. Call your local distribution
center.

Quality RF Services Inc. ..(800) 327-9767
(407) 747-4998
FAX
(407) 744-4618
850 Parkway
Jupiter, Fl. 33477
PERSONNEL: Fred J. Rogers, President;
John Tinberg, Applications Engineer
DESCRIPTION: Newly designed for the
908...Indoor distribution amplifiers offering
high performance at low cost. Save money
while solving CLI compliance and outage
problems caused by heat stress. If your
present unit lacks performance, runs too
hot, costs too much or is less than perfect for
any reason, give us acall.
Mk tie

TRIPLE CROWN #q;,2
ELECTRONICS

Triple Crown
(416) 629-1111
Electronics Inc.
FAX
(416) 629-1115
4560 Fieldgate Dr.
Mississsauga, Ontario L4W SW6
PERSONNEL: C.J. Evans, President; K.
Poirier, Vice President, Corporate
Development
DESCRIPTION: 'friple Crown's in-house
amplifiers cover avery wide range of gain
and bandwidth varieties, many employing
the latest power doubling hybrid technology.
Options include bandwidth to 750 MHz,
one-way or bi-directional, automatic level
control, and cable or line-powered. All 'friple
Crown amplifiers feature built-in signal
level and slope control and do not require
separate plug-in pads or equalizers.

IN-HOME WIRING CALLBOOK
Connectors

GAT

AU

AUGAT
COMMUNICATIONS
GROUP INC.

Augat Comms. Division . .(607) 739-3844
LRC Electronics
FAX
(607) 739-0106
901 South Ave.
Horseheads, N.Y. 14845
PERSONNEL: Ken Wood, VP Engineering;
Larry Massaglia, Sales
DESCRIPTION: Subscribers are notoriously
hard on indoor drop connectors. Frequent
loosening and finger-tightening can result
in hard-to-track signal leakage and high
maintenance costs. But, with Augat LRC's
new Push-N-Lock connector, one push
gives the installer or subscriber apositive
RF seal on any mating F port. No wrenches,
no tightening, no accidental pull-outs. One
push locks in dependability, locks out leakage.

FAX
(717) 828-2472
1776 Independence Dr.
Dingmans Ferry, Pa. 18328
PERSONNEL: Ian R. Jones, President;
sond D
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Chester, Conn. 06412-0373
PERSONNEL: Deborah Morrow, President;
Eric Smith, National Sales Manager
DESCRIPTION: Manufacturer of cable
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STAR 2010 SLMS signal level measurement
system. The STAR 2010 is arevolutionary
new signal level meter. In addition to
one-step measurement of all the carriers on
your system, the STAR 2010 makes data
acquisition, data analysis and data
communication afunctional reality. The
STAR 2010 will enhance your ability to
perform system maintenance. Calan has
done it again—bringing the same high
qua lity you '
ve come t
o expec tf
rom our
swee psyst
ems t
o th e signal level meter

connector applications; coring and stripping/
coring tools for all major cables; the CPT6590 for RG-6 and RG-59 drop wire cable;
jacket stripper tools and other accessory tool
items. Products are sold through major
distributors.
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CALAN Inc.

N
(800) 544-3392
(717) 828-2356
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Installation Services

cobleprep-,
BEN HUGHES COMMUNICAT.ON PRODUCTS GO

Cable-Prep
Ben Hughes
(203) 526-4337
Communication Products Co.
FAX
(203) 526-2291
207 Middlesex Ave.
PO. Box 373

RTK Corporation
FAX

(908) 665-0133
(908) 665-0990

120 Floral Ave.
New Providence, NJ 07974
PERSONNEL: James MacGeorge, President
DESCRIPTION: Full/modified turnkey
residential and commercial installations,
audits, rebuilds, converter changeouts and
upgrades, MDU pre- and post-wiring, survey
and design.

A LITTLE AMPLIFIER THAT JUST MIGHT BE...

THE BIGGEST STEP FORWARD IN

LINE EXTENDER DESIGN IN YEARS!

MINEX Series
Line Extenders
Up to now,line extenders have traditionally fallen into two
categories; full function amplifiers, and " mini " amplifiers
which where little more than simple line stretchers. Advances
in Hybrid integrated Circuit design now allow us to offer COMPLETE, FULL PERFORMANCE LINE EXTENDER,
in a LINE PASSIVE SIZED PACKAGE. The MINEX Series line extenders are designed for application as main
distribution amplifiers, with the features and facilities you expect from a full sized line extender: only the size
(and power consumption) are smaller. MINEX amplifiers offer all the performance and capabilities you expect,
along with some features unavailable in the "traditional' (yesterday's technology) amplifier.
SOME OF THE FEATURES AVAILABLE IN THE MINEX SERIES:
DISCRETE, PUSH-PULL, AND POWER DOUBLED MODULES
ALL SET-UP AND POWER DIRECTION CONTROLS BUILT IN
BI-DIRECTIONAL OPERATION, WITH THROUGH/STOP SELECT
CURRENT-MODE, FULL-RANGE SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY
SELECTABLE VERTICAL or HORIZONTAL 5/8 CABLE ENTRIES
EXTERNAL MATCHED TEST POINTS
ALL IN A 5 1/2 x 4 1/2 INCH PACKAGE!
TRIPLE CROWN ELECTRONICS INC.
4560 FIELDGATE DRIVE,
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO, CANADA L4W 3W6
Tel 416-629-1111/Fax 416-629-1115
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FIBER AND FINANCES

Fibe rand finan ces
Capital' zing on new archi tectures

Eugene M. White, Paragon Cable
Editor's note: This is the second in
a series of "Fiber and finance" articles
examining the economic benefits of
optical fiber deployment from a cable
operator's perspective.

experience may provide other cable
operators with some helpful insights
into this system design.
The project began in 1988, when
Paragon's St. Petersburg system was
in the process of franchise renewals.
The franchise agreement called for
54-channel capacity, among other improvements. The existing complex was
an 18-year old, 270-MHz system, which
had been upgraded to 300 MHz in the
mid-1970s.
The St. Petersburg system served
17 communities and delivered 36 channels to approximately 108,000 subscribers. The system's blueprint was
typical of its era: 750-MHz trunk,
500-MHz feeder, three headends, and
a 32-trunk amplifier cascade followed
by two line extenders.
The well-maintained plant would
have been a good candidate for an
upgrade using the fiber backbone architecture. However, two factors prevented Paragon from upgrading the
system: moisture migration in the
dynafoam cable, and corrosion caused

W

hen Paragon Cable halted
construction on its $26 million, 1,400-mile rebuild last
year, the MSO couldn't have been
happier about its decision.
The Florida cable operator wasn't
facing construction or financial problems. In fact, the situation was just the
opposite: Eugene M. White, the company's vice president of engineering,
had discovered that anew optical fiber
architecture would actually cost less
than the conventional construction then
in progress.
His decision also made abit of cable
TV engineering history—it was the
first large-scale application of a "fiber
to the feeder" (FTF) system architecture. Most importantly, the move will
eventually save more than $750,000
in labor and material costs over the life
of the project.
Having activated more than 250
miles of FTF network in 1991, White's
By Jon K. Chester, Market Development
Manager—Cable Television,
Telecommunication Products Division,
Corning Inc.

'Moisture and salt
corrosion forced
us into a
total rebuild.'

by the salt air of the coastal Florida
environment.
"The moisture and the salt corrosion forced us into a total rebuild,"
White said. "We started the rebuild
in June 1989 in the southernmost
franchise areas, and planned to work
north over four years. Our plan was to
rebuild 1,400 miles of plant at an
estimated cost of $26 million, or an
average of $18,500 per mile."
The rebuild plan included 550-MHz
electronics, 875-MHz trunk, 625-MHz
feeder, one-inch supertrunk cable, four
headends, a 28-trunk amplifier cas-
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cade, 2-line extender cascade and
standby power. The headends were to
be interconnected by fiber utilizing
FM transmission equipment.
Construction halted
With all of this "state of the art"
architecture going for Paragon, White
felt the plan was working out pretty
well. But 13 months into the project,
he ordered a complete halt to system
construction. He had learned of a new
architecture—fiber to the feeder—and
decided to re-estimate construction costs
based on that architecture.
Fiber to the feeder (FTF) is a starbased, fiber-rich architecture, as opposed to conventional coaxial cable
tree-and-branch design. The concept
was introduced in March 1990 by
American Iblevision and Communications (ATC).
FTF reduces operating costs by eliminating the trunk and bridger amplifiers and associated power supplies typically used in cable TV systems. In
Paragon's case, the new architecture
relied on an optical link to transmit
signals from the headend over fiber to
optical receivers, or nodes, and from
there to distribution amplifiers.
According to White, distribution amplifiers will replace line extenders for
the majority of future FTF applications. The amplifiers, which previously
had been used in tapped trunk applications and for termination amplifier
purposes in apartment complexes, were
critical to Paragon's FTF implementation efforts. The ability to convert an
input signal as low as +10 dBmV to
an output signal as high as +48 dBmV,
along with increased ease of signal
splitting, allowed White to eliminate
conventional line extenders.
This, in turn, allowed the MS0 to
scale back on the number of active
devices specified for the system, another important cost-saving measure.
"Justification to change the rebuild
to FTF was purely financial," explains
White. "Once we determined that the
cost of FTF would be no higher than
conventional architecture, the technical advantages of FTF architecture
swung the decision. We could no longer
justify a capital expenditure of $26
million for aconventional rebuild."

Who SaysYou Can
Please Everyone,

Ma our new line of fusion splicers, Siecor offers agreater range
than any other manufacturer. A range that satisfies every level of
need. O ur completely automated M90 model is the only fusion
splicer with the proven LID-SYSTEM® unit and Profile Alignment in the same package. Our M91 splicer has abuilt-in
LID-SYSTEM unit, too, plus easy three-axes alignment. And
our low-cost M92 splicer is
simple to operate with fixed
V-groove alignment.

El ll

three splicers are the product
of five generations of fusion
splicer development, making
them fast and easy to use in
the field with excellent quality results. And all three are
also the product of our particular strength—listening to
what our customers say and
responding to what we've heard.

gio write Siecor Corporation,

489 Siecor Park, Hickory, NC 28603-0489 or call 800 245-4225.
Or outside North America, write RXS SchrumpftechnikGarnituren GmbH, Hagen, Federal Republic of Germany.
The way we listen means you not only get what you need,
you also get what you want.
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Conventional Architecture
Total
Common Cost
Pre-Engineering
Make Ready
Strand 8( Hardware
Other

$

61,928
210,113
300,794
60,138

Cost/Mile
$

Institutional advantage
Material

588
1,995
2,856
571

$

Labor

0
1,155
339

$

588
1,955
1,701
232

Cable Installation
Trunk
Feeder

192,630
379,257

1,829
3,601

963
1,581

866
2,020

Splicing Passives
Trunk
Feeder

24,961
206,533

237
1,961

112
957

125
1,004

Splicing Actives
Trunk
Feeder

152,819
138,496

1,451
1,315

1,151
812

300
503

Quality Control
Trunk
Feeder

63,297
189,787

601
1,802

Subtotals
Common
Trunk
Feeder

632,973
433,708
914,072

6,010
4,118
8,679

1,494
2,226
3,350

4,516
1,892
5,329

$1,980,753

$18,807

$7,070

$11,737

Project Total

0
0

601
1,802

Table 1
This table includes Paragon Cable's calculations of the costs associated with a rebuild using conventional
architecture.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
We sell aproduct - They sell aproduct -You have achoice.
Cable Prep can be trusted to get it done right. We are competent,
well-organized and responsive to your needs.

CHOOSE CABLE PREP.
The way we do business makes all the difference.

%.01 cable prep.
BEN HUGHES COMMuNICATION PRODUCTS CO

207 Middlesex Avenue, P.O. Box 373 •Chester, CT 06412
(203) 526-4337 •FAX (203) 526-2291
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Financial justification
White took a basic approach to
determining the projected costs of FTF
vs. conventional rebuild. By analyzing
the cost of 105 miles of just-completed
coaxial 550 MHz plant, he had a
platform with which to calculate the
cost of FTF. White broke down the
"as-builts," or completed plant construction, into three categoriescommon costs (made up of strand,
hardware, shared conduit and power
supplies), trunk costs and feeder costs.
He separated those three categories
into two subcategories (labor and materials.)
Then, he extracted the cost associated with the trunk, inserted the
corresponding fiber cost, and made the
necessary minor changes in the feeder
plant. The calculations resulted in a
cost comparison between conventional
architecture (see Table 1) and FTF
architecture (see 'Fable 2).
Overall, the projected cost of FTF for
the first phase of the project was 4.4
percent lower than a conventional
rebuild. FTF offered a projected cost
savings of $831 per mile, for a total
savings of $87,521 for the 105-mile
completed portion of the system.
By projecting these economies over
the entire 1,400-mile rebuild, the cost
savings will total more than $1.1
million. A significant level of those
savings will be reinvested in the system, including additional purchases of
optical cable, according to White.
Working the numbers

_

I

Because ATC is amanaging partner
in Paragon Cable, along with Houston
Industries Inc., White received an indepth look at the new system design.
ATC's engineering management team
studied the rebuild plan, reviewed the
financial details and confirmed that
White's plan "proved in" under the
new design parameters.
"No one ever doubted the technology," White remarks. "We knew that
the budget was set and wouldn't be
increased. It came down to working
through the numbers."

Circle Reader Service No. 31

The substitution of fiber for coaxial
trunk in the system drove down the
rebuild costs, especially in the "cable
installation," "splicing actives," and
"splicing passives" categories. Using
the FTF approach, the installed cost
per mile of optical cable was about

FIBER AND FINANCES
$850. In aconventional rebuild, trunk
cable installation costs were approximately $1,829 per mile.
Because fewer fiber-optic couplers
would be needed in comparison to the
number of RF splitters and directional
couplers used in trunk applications,
splicing costs were reduced substantially.
In addition, FTF required only one
fiber-optic receiver for every seven

`FTF allows us to
exercise firm control
over the labor
portion of the
project.'
miles of plant. In a conventional rebuild, the same plant would have
required nine conventional trunk amplifiers.
The fact that fiber splicing is projected to be completed by Paragon's
in-house fiber crews, and the density
of the St. Petersburg system (137
homes per mile), kept the final cost of
FTF lower than that of conventional
construction.
"FTF allows us to exercise firm
controls over the labor portion of the
project. Essentially, this is an exercise
in trading off the trunk coaxial cable
cost versus the fiber cost, with the
feeder remaining relatively stable. On
the basis of this analysis, we suggest
that FTF should work in systems of any
size and any density," White comments.
Fiber restoration also played an
important role in Paragon's rebuild
decision. "Restoration begins in the
planning stages," White remarks, "Our
fiber philosophy is geared around the
question, 'How fast can we get back
on if service is interrupted?' We feel
that there is no cut that our technicians
cannot repair temporarily in one hour.
Naturally, we'll return to the site
during off-peak hours to make permanent repairs.
"lb meet those standards, we train
and retrain our technicians constantly.
Our emphasis is on doing it right the

GAIN MORE
S
IDE REACH AND
BETTER LINE
ACCESS WITH
THE NEW /

TEli29EA r
-Mai

Boom-tip-mounted bucket puts your
operator two feet closer to that hard-to-reach
splice. And it provides line access from 3sides of the bucket,
eliminating expensive rotators.
Positive hydraulic bucket leveling gives asolid, stable work platform,
leading to increased productivity and greater worker satisfaction.
A"cat-track" carrier system for
control, air and hydraulic lines means
less maintenance, more "up-time."
The VERSALIFT TEL-29EA can
be mounted on any 10,500 dual rear
wheel chassis with 60" C.A. and can
be tailored to meet any aerial work
requirement.
See your VERSALIFT Distributor
for complete specifications, pricing
and ademonstration!

It's TIME to
check out VERSALIFT!

TEL-29EA

Turn

TIME
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

RO. Box 20368 Waco, Texas 76702-0368
(817)776-0900 TELEX (910)894-5218 FAX (817)776-7531

TTUT
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From Vision to Reality-Our
February, 1988
March, 1988

April, 1988

June, 1988

February; 1989

ONI has pioneered the use of fiber optic technology in the cable TV
industry. A.ong with AT&T and Bell Labs, we've developed the infrastructure
that wîll carry fiber optics far beyond the applications of today's cable
systems. But ONI is more than aresource for product development.
Our staff of engineers provides RF and optical system engineering and
design, total system project management and 24-hour technical support
while our relationship with AT&T's R&D group and Bell Lab engineers
keeps us at the forefront of technology and products.
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-1991 OPTICAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL

Record Speaks for Itself...
Anixter and AT_ee..T agree to develop
optical transmission networks for calzileT'V
Optical 'Networks International formed
to integrate this technology

First LXE - fiber optic cable dievelopetl.
for aerial applications
First Laser Link" ANI optical
transmission system installed

First hybrid AM/FM system activatea.

Laser Link installed in first rebuild un-y%
fiber trunk system

500th Laser Link activateà

Laser Link integrated into the Çust
fiber to the feeder system

ONI integrates Mternate Access

•
network for voice and -video SZINkt%

Integrating fiber technology into cable systems provides not only
outstanding performance but also opens the way to awhole new generation
of revenue producing services. PCN's (personal communications
networks), interactive digital systems and alternate access for voice and
video will bring cable systems into the 21st century. ON! enables you
to choose the directions that work best for you and your subscribers.
Your vision of the future demands technologies, products and services.
ONI can make that vision a reality. Call us at 1-800-FIBER-ME.

111111.1111111111111.111.111ffliP

eeerry

I

OPTICAL NETWORKS
INTERNATIONAL

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS OPTICAL NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL, 8101 E. Prentice Avenue, Suite 210
Englewood, Colorado 80111 •303-694-92.20 •Fax 303-694-0127
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Fiber to the Feeder
Total
Common Cost
Pre-Engineering
Make Ready
Strand 8( Hardware
Other

$

61,928
210,113
300,794
60,138

first time," White continues.

Cost/Mile
$

588
1,955
2,856
571

Material

Labor

$

0
0
1,155
339

$

588
1,955
1,701
232

Cable Installation
Fiber
Feeder

89,522
400,532

850
3,803

565
1,783

285
2,020

Splicing Passives
Fiber
Feeder

3,686
204,110

35
1,938

20
934

15
1,004

Splicing Actives
Fiber
Feeder

3,265
250,767

31
2,381

13
1,878

18
503

Quality Control
Fiber
Feeder

10,532
179,255

100
1,702

79,201
39,390

752
374

752
374

632,973
225,595
1,034,664

6,010
2,142
9,824

1,494
1,724
4,595

4,516
418
5,229

$1,893,232

17,976

7,813

10,163

Fiber
Transmitters
Receivers
Subtotals
Common
Fiber
Feeder
Project Total

0
0

100
1,702

Table 2
This table includes Paragon Cable's calculations of the rebuild costs associated with a fiber to the feeder
rebuild.

.2-1000 MHz In One Sweep!
AVCOM's New PSA-65A
Portable Spectrum Analyzer

Working with fiber
White is no stranger to lightwave
transmission, having worked with his
first fiber-based system in 1984. Prior
to the St. Petersburg system FTF
rebuild, he interconnected six headends
with 90 miles of fiber and FM transmission equipment for Paragon's 110,000subscriber Hillsborough, Fla. operation
two years ago.
In fact, he tested the FTF application
on a "dry run" basis with a 17-mile
rural system rebuild in Davenport,
Fla. as preparation for the St. Petersburg changeover.
White offers this advice for cable
operators considering fiber and architecture options: "First off, there's no
reason to be afraid of fiber. In just the
past three years, there's been a great
deal of fiber installed in our industry
and there's plenty of information available on the technology.
"When the time comes to think
about a rebuild, my recommendation
boils down to this," White concludes,
"Install as much fiber as is possible
in your network. Your investment will
be rewarded." •

SERIES 3000

-

•

•
The newest in the line of rugged spectrum
analyzers from AVCOM offers amazing
performance for only $2,855.
AVCOM'S new PSA-65 covers frequencies
thru 1000 MHz in one sweep with asensitivity
greater than -95 dBm at narrow spans.
Options include frequency extenders to
enable the PAS-65A to be used at SATCOM
and higher frequencies, audio demod for
monitoring, carrying case (AVSAC), and
more.
For more information, write, FAX or phone.

AVCOM

BRINGING HIGH TECHNOLOGY
DOWN TO EARTH
500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA 23236; 804-794-2500
FAX: 804-79408284

SYNOPSIS
• keeps you on top of program switching with simple
remote control software for your Series 3000 Program.
▪ controls up to 30 headends with your IBM PC compatible.

• uploads and downloads program switch schedules.
• monitors status and controls outputs.
• remotely sets up system configuration.
• SYNOPSIS is the software that activates your
Series 3000 Hardware.

ta

e
-+

MONDOS

ELECTRONICS, INC.

100 Housel Avenue, Lyndonville, NY 14098

MADE
* IN *

U SA

716-765-2254 •FAX 716-765-9330 •Telex 75-6662
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Shouldn't the cable your business
is riding on be just as strong?

AT&T's fiber optic cable oftèrs the
ruggedness and reliability needed
kw your aerial cable TV installations.

The cable you're installing now may
seem great today, but how's it going
to hold up against tomorrow's heat?
And the ever present gnawing by
nature's pests? Install AT&T's fiber
optic cable and you won't have to
worry.
That's because all AT&T fiber optic
cable is designed to withstand harsh
temperatures, rodents, lightning, and
ahost of other environmental stresses.
Take alook at our LXE family of
lightguide cable. Available in multiple sheath designs, each is made with
ahigh-density polyethylene jacket to
resist abrasions—making it eagy to
pull and inexpensive to install, too.
The IXE also allows for easy end-

prep and midsheath entry Rip cords
lie beneath the jacket and armor, to
allow for entry without damaging the
fibers.
AT&T's fiber has the smallest mode
field diameter of any standard single
mode fiber available. Light stays
more tightly confined to the fiber
core, providing outstanding transmission performance—at both 1310
and 1550 nm.
And our D-LUXT" 100 coating offers
excellent stripability, static fatigue
performance, and aging characteristics, for superb splicing capabilities.
You'll find, too, that all our fiber
optic cable is backed by the design
expertise and technology of AT&T

Bell Laboratories.
For more on cable that's at its best
when the elements are at their worst,
call AT&T at 1800 344-0223,
ext. 223.
01990 AT&T

••-«.«.11k

AT&T

Network Systems
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Following is alist of
SCTE technical seminars
with contact name. If known,
location and seminar topic
are listed.
August 13-16 Great
Plains Chapter To be held
in conjunction with the
•
Nebraska Cable
Communications meeting in
Scottsbluff, Neb. BCT/E
testing, board meeting and
seminar on fiber optics and
alternate access with Herb
Dougall III. Contact
Jennifer Hays, (402) 3336484.
August 14 Delaware
Valley Chapter "High
Definition and Digital
Technology." 'Ib be held at
Williamson's Restaurant,
Willow Grove, Pa. Contact
Denny Quinter, (215) 3784637.
August 14 Golden Gate
Chapter "Data Networking
and Architecture," BCT/E
category V. Contact Mark
Harrigan, (415) 785-6077.
August 16-17 Rocky
Mountain Chapter "BCT/E
Review on August 16; BCT/
E examinations to be
administered August 17.
Contact Pam Nobles, (303)
792-3111.
August 18 Southeast
Texas Chapter To be held
at Warner Cable, Houston,
Texas. Contact 'Ibm Rowan,
The following training
courses have been
announced by the National
Cable Television Institute
(NCTI):
August 20-21 OSHA
Compliance for CATV
operators in Biloxi, Miss.
September 10
Fundamentals of
Supervision Seminar for
CATV personnel in Chicago,
September 11-12 OSHA
Compliance for CATV
operators in Chicago, Ill.
For information on NCTI's
new training seminars, call
Michael J. Wais at (303)
761-8554, or fax inquiries
to (303) 761-8556.
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(713) 580-7360.
August 19 Satellite Teleseminar Program "Getting
it Right the First Time:
Field Supervision
Techniques," featuring
Wendell Bailey of NCTA
(moderator), Alan Babcock
of Warner Cable
Communications, Dana
Eggert of Performance Plus
and Kathy Keating of ATC.
Videotaped at the CableToc Expo '90 in Nashville,
Tenn. lb air from 1to 2
p.m. eastern time on
transponder 6of Galaxy I.
August 21 Greater
Chicago Chapter BCT/E
examinations to be
administered. Contact Bill
Whicher, (708) 438-4423.
August 21 San Diego
Meeting Group
"Installation, Drops and
Splitters," to be held at the
Elks Lodge in Oceanside,
Calif. Contact Frank Gates,
(714) 492-4606.
August 22 Tennessee
Chapter To be held in
Senatobia, Miss. Contact
Don Shackleford, (901) 3651770.
August 24 Golden Gate
Chapter BCT/E
examinations to be held in
categories IV, V, VI and
VII. 'Ib be held in
Pleasanton, Calif. Contact
Mark Harrigan, (415) 785-

Trade Shows
Eastern Show August 2527 Atlanta, Ga. Contact
Nancy Horne, Southern
Cable Television Assoc.,
(404) 255-1608.
International Society for
Optical Engineering
Symposium September 36Boston, Mass. Contact
SPIE at (206) 676-3290.
Forum '91: Home Systems
and Services (including inhome wiring) Show
September 22-24 Phoenix,
Ariz. Contact Parks and
Associates at (214) 4901113.
Great Lakes Show

6077.
August 2528Cizattahoochee Chapter lb
be held in conjunction with
the Eastern Cable Show.
Contact Hugh McCar/ey,
(404) 843-5517.
September 9Satellite
Tele -Seminar Program
"Advances in Corrosion
Protection," featuring Dr.
Chak Gupta of Comm/Scop
and Barry Smith of Times
Fiber Communications.
Videotaped at the CableTee Expo '90 in Nashville,
Tenn. To air from 1to 2
p.m. eastern time on
transponder 6of Galaxy I.
September 10-11 Dakota
Territories Chapter To be
held in conjunction with
the South Dakota Cable
Association Annual
Meeting at Goldhill Resort
in Lead, South Dakota.
Topics: "OSHA and Safety"
with Terry Thomas of
Village Cable and
"Professionalism" with
SCTE director of chapter
development and training
Ralph Haimowitz. Contact
Kent Binkerd, (605) 3393339.
September 11 Dixie
Chapter To be held in
Birmingham, Ala. Contact
Richard Murphy, (205) 6319681.

September 23-25 Cobo
Center, Detroit, Mich.
Contact Diane Drago or
Kimberly Garner, (517) 4829350.
Atlantic City Show
October 1-3 Atlantic City,
N.J. Contact Rhonda Moy,
(609) 848-1000, ext. 304.
Optical Society of
America's Engineering
Program Series October 34Albequerque, N.M.
Contact the Optical Society
of America's Meeting
Department at (202) 2230920.
International PCS
Symposium October 15-17
Denver, Colo. Call (303)
843-0956.
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Legislative

Update

IN THE NEWS

Announcements

CaLan, (800) 544-3392 or, in Pennsylvania, (717) 828-2356.

Motorola, Wegener ink deal

Magnavox increases optical power

Wegener Communications has announced a contract with Motorola
Inc. in Wegener will manufacture a
new receiver/demultiplexor unit. An
initial order stands at 250 units.
The product will be used in Motorola's new EMBARC (electronic mail
broadcast to aroaming computer), and
will allow users of small "palm-top"
computers to receive information anywhere in the country via highfrequency radio signals. The system
will go into commercial use in the
fourth quarter of 1991. The backbone
for the system will be Wegener's satellite receiver, which meets the strict
environmental and technical specifications Motorola requires.
"We at Wegener take this as an
important sign that our quality cornmittment is contributing to opportunities with other quality-conscious corporations," says Bob Placek, Wegener
president.

Magnavox CATV Systems has announced a 50 percent increase in its
output power specifications on 3100
series externally modulated optical
transmitters. The increase allows AM
fiber optic links to exceed 20 miles and
enable link arrays of under $6,000 per
node.
Magnavox's Model 3102-TX, for example, is now specified at 15 mW
optical power on each of its two output
arms, totalling 30 mW. The unit previously carried a 20 mW specification.
Similarly, the Model 3104-TX is now
specified at 10 mW over four output
arms, totalling 40 mW. The unit was
previously specified at 7 mW/arm.
Notably, the 3104-TX's new specification enables it to provide nearly 10
times the optical output power of the
nearest alternative, aDFB laser transmitter, company officials say.
For more information on Magnavox
products, call (315) 682-9105 or fax
inquiries to (315) 682-9006.

Fixed bandpass filter
CaLan Inc. has introduced a tubular fixed bandpass filter, designed specifically for cable television. The company's Model FF-xx Preselector Fixed
Bandpass Filter provides high attenuation in the stopband and low insertion
loss in the passband, company officials
say. The universal design allows it to
be used with any signal or spectrum
analyzer.
To use the system, the line technician places it online to the sweep or
analyzer input when making low-level
distortion measurements in the presence of other high level carriers.
The FF-xx acts to extend the dynamic range of distortion measurement
functions and attenuates unwanted
adjacent carriers from 30 dB to 60 dB
below the desired carrier's level. This
prevents the creation of distortion products within the sweep system or spectrum analyzer.
Five-section filters are available with
appropriate center frequencies for channels 5, 13, 14 and 36, and a seven
section filter is available for channel
61. Standard F-type input and output
connectors are provided, and each unit
is optimized for the customer's frequency requirement prior to shipment.
The filters are available immediately. For more information, contact

MMDS automatic combiner
New from the Microwave Filter
Company is the Model 9000SA channel
combiner, which includes a voltage
activated switch that disconnects the

•

$5,888.
For more information, call (800)
448-1666 or fax inquiries to (315)-4373953.
High -res distribution amp
ESE has announced its new ES-237
120 MHz distribution amplifier, designed to provide alow-cost solution to
demanding video requirements includ-

VIGO RES011iTed VIDEO
OfSTRIBUT/ON AMPUFIFit

Wetrr

flit4
*Moen

(%)
ESE's ES-237120 MHz distribution
amplifier
ing high definition television. Priced
at $195, the lx4 distribution amp
features loop-through input and four
isolated ports.
For more information, contact ESE
at (213) 322-2136.
Fibertron opens facility

eeim

Microwave Filter's MMDS automatic
combiner
unit from the main line when atransmitter fails.
An electronic control box interfaces
between the combiner and transmitter.
Its purpose is to disconnect the combiner during atransmitter failure so that
a standby frequency agile transmitter
connected to the main line wideband
input can resume broadcast of the
failed channel.
The unit is priced at $7,156 for afour
channel, automatic combiner. A four
channel mechanical combiner costs
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Fibertron Corporation, aspecialty
distributor of fiber optic cables, connectors, couplers, transmitters and other
optical gear, has opened the doors to a
new stocking and sales facility in East
Hanover, N.J. Martin Rein, Fibertron's
newly appointed general manager for
its northeast facility, will maintain
responsibility for sales administration
and customer service in the new facility.
For more information, call Fibertron
at (201) 515-9200 or fax inquiries to
(20/) 515-9269.
Earth station antenna control
Sunnyvale, Calif.-based TIW Systems has announced availability of its
new Model AC3 antenna control system, designed for use with earth station antenna systems in satellite communications service.
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MICRO-BEAM...

A Commitment to Service.
Channel Master® believes that customer service
shouldn't be a "High-Cost" option. That's why
MICRO-BEAM system specialists offer more customer services at no extra charge
than anyone in the business.

Total Customer Service

MICRO-BEAM allows you to cost effectively consolidate system equipment into asingle headend. 1, 2, 5
& 10 watt high performance CARS-BAND
microwave systems can be designed in a
variety of hub configurations delivering
up to 80 channels.
For more information about the
MICRO-BEAM service advantage,
contact:
Jim Crownover
MICRO-BEAM Sales Manager.

• 2Year Warranty -Includes Parts
and Labor.
• 24 Hour On-Site Service 7 Days aWeek. (Continental U.S. Only)
um System Design/Path Feasibility.
• On-Site Training.

c1990 Channel Master. All Rights Reserved.

in FCC Application Assistance.
• Equipment Installation and Path Alignment.
im Fastest Lead Time in the Industry. Equipment
and Spare Parts are In-Stock Ready to Install.

a

laillienliaSterD8Ivision of Avnet, Inc.

P.O. Box 1416, Industrial Park Drive, Smithfield, NC 27577
Phone (919) 934-9711 • Fax (91-9) 989-2200

Circle Reader Service No. 38

IN THE NEWS

TIW Systems' Model AC3 antenna
control system

The control and tracking system
offers a monopulse tracking receiver,
RF synthesizer for tracking frequency
selection, polarization control, position
conversion and display and remote
computer interface.
Optionally, an IBM-compatible program tracking interface computer is
available that features menu-driven
displays of all antenna control functions as well as providing tracking
functions for Norad, Intelsat, Star

TIW Systems' dual C- and KU-band
antenna system
Track and Smart 'hack satel ites in
inclined orbit.
18 meter earth station
Also new from TIW is an 18-meter
earth station antenna capable of simultaneous C- and Ku-band operation in
Intelsat networks. The system is designed to meet Intelsat standard A and
C specifications, and utilizes a single
corrugated horn feed in a cassegrain
reflector.
The antenna system is also equipped
with the company's previously ;entioned tracking system. For more i formation on TIW's new products, all
(408) 734-3900 or fax inquiries to (408)
734-9012.

Only The FS74A Allows You To See The Picture, Hear The Audio, Plus Measure
The Critical Levels, Ratios, Hum And Noise In Just Seconds...
How can you ensure your customers are receiving the absolute best signal?
Sencore recommends the following 1, 2, 3Go-No-Go testing!

1

Sencore's New FS74A
Channelizer Sr. allows

you to measure signals
all the way from the headend
to the subscriber's tap, automatically and without any
interpretations. Simply connect the signal and digitally
tune through the channels in

2

3

to either HUM or S/N and

The FS74A passes afull
4MHz of video so you will

read the meter. There is no

see beat, ingress, or ghosting

faster or more accurate
method (patented).

problems on the video
monitor. You simply step
through your system while

With the FS74A, hum
& S/N tests, are simple
and error free. Simply

tune to any RF channel,
switch the function selector

your system. You'll quickly

Use the FS74A Channelizer Sr. to actually

view the video on the
exclusive built-in monitor.

Catel appoints Canadian distributor
Catel Telecommunications has announced the exclusive appointment of
Ontario, Canada-based Angstrom Communications to distribute Catel products in Canada's CATV and broadband
markets. "The principals at Angstrom
have demonstrated their technical competence in system and solution selling,"
says Jim Caldwell, VP of sales and
marketing for Catel. "Their market
focus fits well with our market philosophy."
For more information on Catel products or to get in touch with Angstrom,
call Catel at (800) 827-2722.
Printer option for

Wavetek 1865 sweep

viewing the monitor.

read the video and audio
levels of each and every
channel from 5to 890 MHz.

Call 1-800-SENCORE ext. 801
(736-2673)

For FREE Information, A FREE Video Demonstration,
Or A FREE Technical Brochure!
Circle Reader Service No. 39
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Cable Instrument Services Co.
has released a printer option for
Wavetek's Model 1865 Sweep Receiver.
An expanded memory option (33 traces)
is also available. For more information,
call CISCO at (800) 359-5637. •
—Leslie Ellis

CLASSIFIEDS
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

Coastal
Broadband—ICES

OMMERCIAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
CATV ENGINEERING SERVICES

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
Hybrid Sales
Equipment Upgrading

Meter Calibrations
Headend Alignment

Performance Measurements

FCC Offsets

Free Pick-up Service In Certain Geographic Areas

•Scheduled Maintenance Programs for Headend, TVRO and Tower
Mounted Antennas.
•TVRO Installations
•Headend Pre-racking/Re-racking/Rewire
•Specializing in High Rise MDU Prewire/Postwire
•Marinas Prewire/Postwire

(609) 848-5140

800-247-5883 or in Virginia 800-345-68U
209 E. Jackson St., PO Box 484, Gate City, VA 24251

FROM MANHATTAN TO MIAMI
ALL OF OUR TECHNICIANS ARE TECHNICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES

NaCom

JOHN JAMES CATV SERVICE

RUBBING COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

SPECIALIZING IN
•
•
•
•

•Full Installation Services
•Converter Exchanges, Audits, Special Projects
• MDU, SMATV, LAN, Pre/Postwiring
•Aerial/Underground Construction (Including Fiber Optics)
•Strand Mapping (AutoCAD & LYNX)
•Field Engineering, Make-Ready, As Builts
•RF Design (CADSUM II, LYNX, & LODE DATA)
•CLI Detection/Correction

SA EQUIPMENT
HEADEND PROOFS
REPAIRS
FCC OFFSETS

26 Years HEADEND Experience
1218 Franklin Cir. NE
Atlanta, GA 30324

1900 E. DublIn-Granville Road, Suite 100A, Columbus, OH 43229
• (614) 895-1313

• (800)669-8765

• FAX (6 14) 895-8942

Phone: 404 636-1031
NTSC or PAL Video

White Sandi
Jumper Cables
CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING
Gibed AHS
LRC
Rcrychem
Off Shore
Amphenol

F to E N to N, BNC, RCA F-81
RG-56
RG-59
RG-11
RG-213
RG-214

Belden
Times
Comm/Scope
Intercomp

We will make any cable assembly. Quick delivery on all colors and lengths
Fax. (602) 582-2915, Ph (602) 581-0331
335 W. Melinda Drive Phoenix, Az. 85027

13Letter Sizes'
DISK
240 Ltr Crawls

Autoload

COMMODORE 64
eiggELIMTISERgig
°FingeggegFiggSr

C64 & -TPSG" Control relays remotely from
external modem, Daily, weekly,

E Keyboard or

monthly events, 28 touchtone digits per event.
C64 Displays & sequences 1000 pages, Hi
Pro ram100's of TSDQ +QUAD+ RA, Model
Res, color display, scrol, flash, crawl, vary
height, 24Hr. clock+date, Generate color
Bars! Modem multipage transfer. Weather
screen, External relay control, time and date
page activation. Model "VIDC" ...$189.95
C64 12 VDC Switch- I
Digital Record and
Ing Power Supply for] Playback Messages
Zero down 130/60 sec.Mic & Spk.
time.60 hz. IjackSi 1W.audio;1Meg
xtal. Model 1RAM; Hi Fi audio
Model DVM
DCPS
$129.95
,PZU. .. 5179.95

ENGINEERING CONSULTING
583 Candlewood St. Brea, Ca. 92621
Tel:714-6712009 *"' Fax:714-255-9984

3 3. 3
. 3 •
TSDQ
QUAD
RIAF
"TSDQ" 4digit touchtone decoder, sin. le
momentary or latching relay "TSDO"...$89.9
Expand with "QUAD" 4 rela s& control all
from one location. "QUAD"...$99.95 "RL4F"
Switches Baseband Video or R.F. >65 DB Isolaton DC to 600 MHZ; 4-750 coaxial Relays
per board with "F"connectors
model "RD10" 129.95 o.tion answers tel. line
Low cost headend products & solutions
**Ask for free catalog Mastercard Visa Amex COD & P.O.

CED

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING MADE EASY
To place your own classified ad, simply fill out this coupon and return it to:
Classified Dept., CED Magazine, 600 South Cherry Street, Suite 400, Denver, CO 80222.
Be sure to let us know how many times you want to run your ad.
Ad Copy -

Bill to: Company
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone
# Insertions
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CLASSIFIEDS

EQUIPMENT REPAIR

CAREER MARKETPLACE
Leader in the placement of Cable Television Professionals
Call toll free 1-800-433-2160; In Texas call 817-599-7623. FAX 817-599-4483.
DIR OF ENG—Top 5 MS0 needs administrator
to oversee day-to-day ops of 150K sub system.
$50k
PLANT MANAGER—MW loc, 30k sub sys,
strong people skills. $38k + bonus
TECH TRAINER—multiple opportunities, all facets
of business. $35K
PLANT MANAGER—Attractive SE location needs
a9ood blend of technical knowledge and people
skills. $45k
TECH MGR—SE loc top MSO. $40k
TECH OPS MGR—large urban system needs
extensive management skills to oversee 100 plus
employees. $50k
CIRCUIT DESIGN ENG—Multiple opportunities
nationwide. $40-50k
TECHNICAL MANAGER—Oversee 1,000 mile
total rebuild in NJ. $42k

STAFF ENGINEER—BSEE a must, corporate
position for a mid-sized MSO. $50k
DIGITAL ENG-6 years exp. west $70k
RF ANALOG ENG—Major mfg, circuitry design
of next generation converters. S $50k
CHIEF TECH—Regional in scope, upper midwest.
$30k
MANAGER/CHIEFTECH—Multiple opportunities
nationwide. $26-32k
CHIEF TECH—Mid-Atlantic, top MS0 multi
system, addressability. $35k
HEADEND/MICROWAVE TECH—Multi-oppt's
nationwide, top 20 MSO's top benefits. $25k$40k
SERVICE AND LINE TECHS—Opportunities
nationwide call for geographic preference.
$9-16 ,hr

dB-tronics
For Your

Equipment Needs

AFFORDABLE, (DUALITY REPAIRS:
Converters, Line Equipment, Headend
Equipment and F.S. Meters.
(Six month warranty on ALL repairs.)
WE BUY & SELL EQUIPMENT
SUMMER SPECIALS:
SA 8500 -311 w/remote ....$32.95
New Remotes SA, Jerrold ...$4.50
SA 372397 FF Trunk
$362.00
SA 344030 PP Trunk
$95.00
SA 344000 PP Bridger
$161.00

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.

Hurry, Limited Quantity Available
FOR OTHER SPECIALS CALL:

JIM YOUNG titASSOCIATES

One Young Plaza 1235 Ranger Highway Weatherford, TX 76086
Call for information about these and many other opportunities nahonwide.

SALES
Phone 1-404-992-6730. FAX 1-404-992-6816
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Phone 1-800-356-2730 •FAX 1-803-439-7518

get converted!

POSITION WANTED

BaketScott
&co.

THE PROFESSIONALS
CABLE PLACEMENT COMPANY
Our

NATIONAL

and

INTERNATIONAL

clients include MSO's, Networks, Regional
and Independent Operators. We place ALL

Cable TV Engineer w/7 yrs. exp. as
VP/Dir. of Eng'g & strong business
skills seeks full time management
position. Private cable expert w/
extremely successful track record.
Prefer Philadelphia area but will relocate or travel.
Harris B. Shulman
215-482-9930

LEVELS OF MANAGEMENT. Call DAVID
ALLEN or JUDY BOUER, PRINCIPALS.
Fees paid.

We have
the position
for you...
Place help wanted ads in CED
"Career Marketplace" and
let CED recruit for you.
Call (303) 393-7449.

1259 Rt 46, Parsippany, NJ 07054
201-263-3355; Fax 201-263-9255

ENGINEERING/DESIGN

TSB, INC.

FIBER OPTIC DESIGN & ACTIVATION
CAD DRAFTING & DESIGN
HEADEND RACKING AND RENOVATIONS
MAP DIGITALIZATION & MAINTENANCE
COMPLETE SYSTEM AUDITS
STRAND MAP & AS BUILT
CL IVERIFICATION
FIELD OFFICE
(708) 541-3993
365 HAZELWOOD
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089

CORPORATE OFFICE
(605) 665-1393
FAX (605) 665-1708
P.O. BOX 244
YANKTON, SD 57078
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CABLE SYSTEM
SURVEY CO.
MAPPING • DESIGN • AS-BUILTS • CAD &
DRAFTING SERVICES

Quality Construction Begins
with Quality Maps
518 N Main St •Tekonsna. Michigan 49092 :m' `,.
u1
(517) 767-4185 •FAX (517) 767-4567

=

CLASSIFIEDS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
COAST CATV SUPPLY
WANTED NEW/USED & EXCESS
IN STOCK
SA, Jerrold, Magnavox, PathMaker
300, 330, 400 MHz
Call Nick Meko
714-272-6822 /FAX 714-272-3032

WANTED:
SURPLUS CABLE EQUIPMENT
Jerrold, Oak, Hamlin &Scientific

ADDRESSABLE
CONVERTERS
FROM
$11.95

Atlanta equipment.

Highest Prices Paid
Cable Equipment Brokerage Co.

(818)709-3724

IN STOCK

FULLY REMANUFACTURED 90 DAY WARRANTY

EMERGENCY
ALERT SYSTEMS

List your equipment
for sale with us — computerized
Inventory Locater system —

To reserve
this space
call Terri Sinner
at
(303) 393-7449.

BY

Idea/onics
69 channels
14 day delivery
compatible with all headends
-AFFORDABLE(701) 786-3904

CONTEC
INTERNATIONAL

NEW YORK:
800-382-2723

FLORIDA:

j
'

MICHIGAN:

800-759-2288 I800-594-9007

24 and 88 channel units
also available
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the automobile should have been held
back until the electric starter was
invented. Eventually, this interface
issue was solved.
Ibelieve that the same can be said
of the interface between cable and
consumer electronics. Both cable and
consumer electronics have brought significant benefits to consumers. As the
technology matures, the interface issues will be resolved in an affordable
manner.

written six pages. On-screen displays,
better universal remotes and other
such technologies make the VCR less
of apain. The same technology makes
the cable box's small increment in
complexity even smaller.
Picture in picture

Scrambling has been said to deprive
the subscriber of using "Picture-inpicture (PIP)". In fact, except for the
very high end, most TV receivers with
Where does complexity start?
PIP have only one tuner. If the off-air
channels are not scrambled on a cable
An unimpassioned review of the
system, the subscriber is better off for
consumer electronics situation reveals
the purposes of PIP by being on cable
that the major increase in complexity
than just connected to an antenna.
occurs when a viewer adds a VCR. In
If the off-air channels are scrambled,
that situation he has to deal with two
the subscriber is no worse off than his
tuners, two remote controls, a timer
antenna-based cousin. The viewer must
and an interconnecting maze. This is
have another device with a tuner to
especially the case if stereo sound or take full advantage of PIP. The cable
surround sound is involved. Adding a converter and the VCR are such decable box adds more complexity, but at
vices. If the subscriber doesn't have a
asmaller increment than caused by the
VCR, the cable converter enables him
VCR itself. The cable box compensates
to use the otherwise unusable PIP
for this by enabling more viewing
feature. In no case is he worse off than
choices. Certainly, aTV and acable box
if he were an off-air viewer. The cable
Last month we began acareful took
is less complex than just a TV and a
viewer has more unscrambled choices
for the sources of complexity in the
VCR.
for his PIP usage than the off-air
interface between cable and consumer
Here's an important, usually overviewer.
electronics products. We'll continue
looked point: For the subscriber who
In addition, he has a scrambled
this month. There are a number of has fully mastered the use of amodern
channel to add to his options.
areas where cable is faulted, Ithink,
VCR, using the cable box is a simple
unfairly. In most cases, there really
matter. No new skills are involved, just
isn't anyone at "fault." Rather, the
a re-use of some of the skills required Who provides help?
complexity is just a natural result of to operate the VCR. If the subscriber
The cable industry simply does not
the early stages of a maturation proc- can't work the cable box, he certainly
ess. There may be some surprising can't work the VCR. It would be a get credit for the help it provides. A
conclusions.
relatively safe bet that the subscriber major fraction of the service calls and
who complains about the complexity of service call time goes to consumer
education and to hooking up VCRs.
Technological maturation
his cable box has given up on trying to
use the timer on his VCR. The "gating These are usually VCRs purchased at
a discount house or department store
When a technology is first introfactor," or the "critical path" is the
and brought home by the subscriber.
duced, if it is successful, it provides
VCR's complexity.
some important benefit. Usually, the
A subscriber with acable box and a Free installation and in-home instructions on how to use the VCR are not
technology is introduced in aform that VCR must determine the channel to
available from the consumer electronis not quite "consumer friendly"—but be taped by the tuner in the cable box.
ics industry. In most cases, these servconsumers embrace it for its benefits.
This means he cannot tape shows on
ices aren't available at all. If they are
They are likely to complain about some different channels without visiting the
available, the cost of the service apof the difficulties of use, but it gains a cable box to change channels between
foothold. As the technology matures, it the tapings. This is something he can't proaches the cost of the product itself.
So when you hear discussions about
becomes more "user-friendly."
do if he is not at home. Some new cable
the complexity of using cable, clarify
An interesting such example stems box designs include atimer for changthe issues. Explain how early technolfrom the automobile industry. The first
ing channels. While this does add
ogy is often unfriendly. Technology
cars had a crank starter—definitely
complexity, the subscriber who was
evolves to become easier to use. Point
capable of programming his VCR siman unfriendly interface. But that was
out the role of the VCR. Point out that
all the state of the art could support at ply applies that skill to the cable box
engineers from both the cable and the
the time of the introduction of the
in addition.
consumer electronics industry are workautomobile. No one would argue that
It is instructive to note that the cover
ing to make these things better. They
article titled "I Can't Work This
By Walter Ciciora, Vice President of
have already become better. They will
?#!!(à)/ Thing!" on the cover of the April
Technology, American Television and
get better and easier to use, but it takes
29, 1991 issue of Business Week did not
Communications
time for the technology to mature. •
mention cable even once in its tightly

Sources of
interface
complexity
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Cheetah'Saves!
Every time you use it, you save...
TIME
Cheetah" allows the operator to analyze system performance in seconds without
ever leaving the office. With AUTO READ and AUTO ALARM the Cheetah' System
can provide unattended performance monitoring 24 hours aday.

MONEY
Cheetah - will reduce unnecessary truck rolls, target problems and independently
evaluate the performance of your equipment. Utilize Cheetah" to cut today's
expenses and manage your budget effectively for tomorrow's growth.

INFORMATION
Cheetah"' measurements are repeatable, accurate, consistent and will become
the standard of your operation. Past and present data gathered from remotely
accessed units is stored for printing and review. This information allows Cheetah"'
to project tomorrow's developing trends today.

SUBSCRIBERS
Cheetah - improves your Service Standards. Your subscribers will enjoy ahigher
level of quality with less down time No longer will the subscriber be your status
monitoring system. Cheetah - saves subscribers.
Contact Superior Electronics Or Your Regional Representative Today!
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WE MEASURE THE BEST!'
TM

NENEREE
Circle Reader Service No. 11

SUPERIOR ELECTRONICS GROUP, INC.

2237 Industrial Boulevard, Sarasota,Florida 34234
Telephone (813) 351-6700 •Fax (813) 351-9193

Visit booth 542 at the Eastern Show

3great reasons to install
Regal splitters

Proven reliability

Unsurpassed quality

Outstanding performance
Install Regal, and give
•Printed circuit boards
•Exclusive micro-strip circuitry
•Half-inch machined "F" ports
•Heavy-duty ground lugs

your system the benefits of:
•Vertical or horizontal 2, 3 and 4 ports
•600 MHz, 90db EMI Blue Label
•600 MHz, 125db EMI Red Label
•1000 MHz, 125db EMI Gold Label

For more information, call our toll free number: 1-800-36-REGAL.

»MR tREGAL

CABLE TV

TEchNoioqiEs ud.

WEST-ANAHEIM: (714) 779-0500, (800) 854-0443; DENVER: (303) 740-8949, (800) 841-1531; SEATTLE: (206) 251-6760, (800) 426-7665; MIDWEST-CHICAGO:
(708) 350-7788, (800) 544-5368; CLEVELAND: (216) 526-0919, (800) 321-8068; DALLAS: (214) 446-CATV, (800) 231-5006; IRON MOUNTAIN, MI:
(906) 774-4111, (800) 624-8358; SKOKIE, IL HDOTRS: (708) 677-2600; EAST-ATLANTA: (404) 840-7901, (800) 242-1181; NEW JERSEY: (201) 328-0980,
(800) 631-9603: CANADA-CALGARY: (403) 250-9646; MONTREAL: (514) 636-3636; TORONTO: (416) 568-8999; VANCOUVER: (604) 276-0366;
INTERNATIONAL-LONDON: 011-44-81-848-9894.
In an emergency, weekends and holidays or after 5RM. call toll free 1(800) 323-8166.
CORPORATE OFFICES, ANIXTER CABLE TV, 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076, (708) 677-2600
,
Ç)1991 Regal Technologies Ltd.
Circle Reader Service No. 41

